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The research, of which this thesis con¬
tains an account, was carried out in the Physical
Laboratory of the University of Minburgh, under the
supervision of Professor 0. G. BARKLA, F.R.S., whom
the author has to thanJc for the use cf the apparatus
which was placed at his disposal during the course
of the investigations, which extended over the period
from November I92S to March 1932.
INTRODUCTION,
According to the Classical theory of
radiation, if a "beam of monochromatic X-Radiation is
allowed to fall on a material medium, the extra-
nuclear electrons of the atoms of the medium will he
set into forced vibration and will become new sources
of 3Uradiation» This forced vibration should have
a frequency exactly equal to the frequency of the
incident vibration, or radiation, producing it. Any
vibrating electron will thus emit, or scatter, 3U
radiation in all directions, the frequency of the
scattered rays being the same in all directions and
equal to that of the incident radiation. The in¬
tensity of the scattered radiation is not the same
in all directions, being a maximum along the direc¬
tion of the incident radiation and a minimum in a
direction at right angles to the direction of the
incident radiation,
^CQMPTON, however, when experimenting on
scattered radiations produced in this way, observed
that the scattered radiation was not of the same
frequency as the incident radiation, but that its
wave/
* Pkys, Reu. May IC/Z3
wave length was longer than that of the incident#
'HOSS, using a photographic method instead of the
electro-metric method used by CQMxJXuK? made a simi¬
lar observation* noticing* in addition* that the
scattered radiation contained not monochromatic
radiation* like the incident radiation* hut radiation
of two different wavelengths* One of these radia¬
tions had exactly the wavelength of the incident
radiation* mile the other had a wavelength greater
than that of the incident by an amount »02$X. CGMPTON
had observed a difference of # o22t between the wave-
longthe of the incident and the scattered radiations*
The radiations used by these experimenters was the
Molybdenum Ka radiation* scattered, in CQl€PTGI,;i ex¬
periments* from graphite* and in BOSS'S experiments
from oaloite* the direction of the scattered radia¬
tion being at 90® to the incident radiation* CfJttPTOH
and DEffltE showed that this increase in wavelength
could be accounted for* on the quantum theory of
radiation* by taking into account the principles of
conservation of energy and momentum* By this reason¬
ing* if iv»radiation of frequency ~0 falls on an elec¬
tron and causes the electron to be ejected from the
atom* the electron scatters X-radiation in a given
direction/
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direction? but that it? not nil# Th© frequency of
the radiation scattered in a direction making an
angle 0 with the direction of the incident radiation
of frequency T) depend® on the angle i through which
it is scattered# Xn tern® of wavelengths of the
radiations concerned, this mean® that the wavelength
of the Eradiation scattered in a direction making
an angle « with the incident radiation of vmvelangth
\9 is greater than the travel.ength of the incident
radiation# by an amount -
h
^ te "mo U-CO80 )
where h « J^tasck's constant
ei « ones of scattering electron
and c « velocity of electromagnetic
r dictions*
Ihen 0»9O°, o,g in the experiment© of COtlPTON and
BOSS# the increase <SX becomes •0242$, a value agree¬
ing with the values observed by these experimenters*
The experiments have been repeated
many times, using both photographic methods and
ionisation methods# The photographic results show
that the scattered radiation is not monochromatic,
but consists of radiation of two wavelengths, one
radiation having the same wavelength as the incident
radiation# the other having a wavelength greater
thaiy'
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than that of the incident by an amount approximately
•0242? as given above. Absorption methods have
given varying results# Some experiments using this
i
method* give results agreeing with the "change of
wavelength on scattering1" theory* others show results
which do not# The 'modified* radiation is not always
evident in absorption experiments.
This is particularly true of the
results of experiments which have been carried out
over a long period of years in the Physical Labora¬
tory of the University of Edinburgh# In these ex¬
periments# the Incident radiation was not monochro¬
matic or honn geneous* as in the experiments of
COMPTQM and ROSS, but panchromatic or heterogeneous#
The results of such experiments as have been made in
this Laboratory are of two kindsf those in which the
scattered radiation is of the seme absorbability as
the incident# and those in which it has an absorb¬
ability different mmm from that of the incidents
i.e# those in which its average wavelength seems to
have increased as required by the COMPTQH theory of
scattering# Of these experiments more will be
written later.
According to the CQUPTOiJ-BBBlg theory




radiation in a given direction. If the incident
beam is homogeneous and of wavelength X , the radia¬
tion scattered in a direction making an angle 6 with
the incident radiation will be of VTavelengtli
[ X + *0242(1-003©) ]?.. Thus the scattered radiation
will be absorbed more easily than the incident radia¬
tion by any material on which it is incident. In the
same way, according to current ideas, each constitu¬
ent radiation in the heterogeneous radiation incident
on a material medium should produce, to a certain
degree, scattered radiation of a wavelength longer
than the wavelength of the constituent producing it.
Thus the scattered radiation will be heterogeneous
and of a quality slightly different from that of the
incident radiation. The absorbability of the scatter¬
ed radiation will, most probably, be different from
that of the incident. It is this difference in ab¬
sorbability which is tested in the experiments carried
out in this Laboratory.
If a beam of X«radiation, whether homo¬
geneous or heterogeneous, is passed into a gold-leaf
electroscope, the charge on the leaf is lost due to
the attraction, by the charged leaf, of ions produced
by the radiation in the air of the electroscope. The
number/
number of ion© produced in the space per second, by
a given type of radiation, will depend on the inten¬
sity of the beam of radiation. The greater the in-
tensity, for a given type of radiation, the greater
the maaber of ions prodticed and, consequently, the
greater the rate of loss of charge from the gold-
leaf. If absorbing material be Introduced .into the
path of the radiation before it reaches the electro¬
scope, the intensity will be diminished due to the
absorption of radiation by the material, the absorp¬
tion being due to the fact that the energy necessary
to cause emission of electrons from the material must
be obtained from the energy of the beam of X-rays.
ThU3 the transmitted radiation will produce a smaller
number of ions per second in the electroscope, so
that the rate of loss of charge from the gold-leaf
will be smaller than when the beam was unintercopied.
A beam of high frequency is less absorbed by a given
sheet of material than a beam of low frequency. The
incident radiation falling on, and transmitted
through a medium, will be of higher frequency, (i.e.
of shorter wavelength) than a beam scattered through
an angle 0, if the COM!TOH-ESBYL theory is correct.
Thu3, if we pass the transmitted beam and the scatter1
ed beam through equal thicknesses of the same mate¬
rial/
8
material, the diminution of intensity of the trans¬
mitted "beam should generally be different from the
corresponding decrease in the intensity of the scat¬
tered radiation, so that, if the beams are received
into separate electroscopes, and the ionisation l03s
of charge from the gold leaf of each in a given time
is measured first when the beams are not intercepted
by any material and again when they are mad© to pass
through equal thicknesses of the same absorber before
reaching the scatterer, it should be observed that
the ratio -
ionisation loss of charge from leaf of electro¬
scope receiving scattered rays.
ionisation loss of charge from leaf of electro¬
scope receiving transmitted rays.
varies steadily as the equal thicknessgo of absorb¬
ing material in each beam are increased, the ioni¬
sation loss of charge can be measured most conveni¬
ently b^ observing the change in the deflection of
the charged gold-leaf.
Or the other hand, if the Classical theory
is the correct one, it should be found that the
ratio above remains constant for all thicknesses of
absorbing material placed in each bean. This is
evident from the fact that there is no change in
wavelength/
wavelength on scattering and that every constituent
i3 scattered in the same proportion, so that the
scattered radiation should have the same absorbability
as the transmitted. Experiments, dealing with the
behaviour of the above ratio as the equal thicknesses
of the intercepting aiaterial in each beam are in¬
creased, are known as "filtering exxeriraents".
Again, since the C GMPT ON- DEBYE theory shows
that the change of wave-length, experienced on scat¬
tering, is independent of the wavelength of the radia¬
tion scattered, a beam of homogeneous X-radiation
scattered through an angle ft from a beam of very
short wavelength will suffer a relatively greater
change in wavelength than a beam of long wavelength
scattered through the same angle, i.e. the increase
*
in "ionising power ' of the former will be greater
than the increase in "ionising power" of the latter.
Thus the ratio -
number of ions produced in the electroscope
receiving scattered ray3.
number of ions produced in the electroscope
receiving transmitted rays.
will be greater for the incident radiation of very
short wavelength. Hence, if the wavelength of the
incident/
* By "ionising power" the writer means a measure
of the number of ions produced by the radiation
per second in a given volume of a given gas.
1G
radiation is increased, the ratio -
deflection of gold leaf in electroscope re¬
ceiving scattered raya.
deflection of gold leaf in electroscope re¬
ceiving transmitted rays.
■
should decrease with increase of wavelength. If a
heterogeneous beam is used than each constituent will
be increased in wavelength on scattering and the
scattered radiation will be of such a nature that the
last-mentioned ratio will, in general, vary with the
average wavelength of the incident beam. On the
other hand, If the Glassies! theory is correct, the
ratio should remain constant, because there is no
change of wavelength on scattering and each consti¬
tuent is scattered in the sate proportion and there¬
for© the scattered and incident beams have exactly
the »*ta© "ionising power" (except for intensity)
since they are equally absorbable.
.■Experimental investigation of relative
absorbabilities of the scattered and transmitted
radi at. 1 one , ©i ther
(a) by hardening the incident radiation gradu¬
ally
or (b) by keeping a fixed incident radiation and
filtering each beam.
will show whether the 0QICTOK-J2E3YE theory or the
Classical/
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Classical theory is sufficient to explain the observ¬
ed facts of scattering.
■
As mentioned above, the production °f the
scattered radiation requires the intensity of the
incident beam of radiation to he reduced. This is
necessary on either theory.
So far, it has been assumed that X-radia¬
tion incident on matter produces only such scattered
radiations as are required by the CGISPfON theory or
by the Classical theory. Substances exposed to X-
radiation of a sufficiently short wavelength emit
radiations characteristic of the elements of which
they are composed. These characteristic radiations
are accompanied by a corpuscular' radiation due to the
ejection, by the incident radiation, of electrons from
the different energy levels of the Bohr atom. This
characteristic radiation is superposed on the ordina¬
ry scattered radiation, but is produced only when the
frequency of incident radiation is greater than the
frequency of the characteristic radiation or, for a
heterogeneous beam, vdien the incident beam contains
a constituent radiation whose frequency is greater
than that of the characteristic radiation produced.
This is an extension of Stokes* Law in Optics, enun¬
ciated by BAHKXA in the Badloahtivitat
und hlektronik. April, 1906.
''.hen this character! a tic radiation is omit¬
ted/
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emitted by the substance, the intensity of the in¬
cident beam is reduced to a greater extent than
normally, i.e. the amount by which the intensity of
the incident beam is reduced suddenly increases
when the characteristic radiation is produced, i.e.
the absorption of the incident beam suddenly in¬
creases at this apoint, as can be observed from the
following curve In which the wavelength of the pri¬
mary or incident radiation is plotted against the
absorption of the primary beam in the material used.
The curve is reproduced from the Baborian Lecture,
delivered by Professor Barkla in Fay 1916,
V Wavc- length
■'*-
It was shown on further experiment that
there are for any given substance, a number of pos¬
sible characteristic radiations, these radiations
belonging to different groups which differ consider¬
ably in the frequency of their constituent radia¬





.I52t# 1.03851, ,899ft. and .66o*ft.
The first is the K - characteristic radiation, the
others are the radiations of the 1 series of charac-
! ■ : . , - ■ . . ' i
teriatic radiations from gold. It will he observed
that the last three can he included in one group,
their wavelengths only differing by small amounts.
The production of these characteristic
radiations in the elements can be explained by intro¬
ducing, into the BGHR conception of the atom, the
idea of levels of energy for the extra-nuclear elec¬
trons. Thus a theory can be built up to account for
the emission of the K, L, M» H, etc. groups of
characteristic radiations. This theory does not ner-
fflit of the emission, by an element, of a radiation
of frequency greater than that of the K-radiation of
shortest wavelength. Continuing his researches,
BARKXA found indirect evidence of a characteristic
radiation of a higher frequency than that of the
K-radiation. To this he gave the name of the J-radi¬
ation. Further experiment lias confirmed the original
observation, but the phenomenon, in many of its fea¬
tures, appears to be a new one. Hesearch now seeks
to find the condition essential to the appearance of
what is now called the J-phenomena in the scattering
14.
of X-radiation.
This research has continued these earlier
experiments of which an account follows.
terms usfci) u nm sisaussioH.
Before proceeding to an account of the
work which has been done on the subject of the J~
phenoaena in X-ray3, it will be necessary to outline
the meaning of the symbols and terms used to de-
scribe experiments and results.
A beam of homogeneous X-radiation is com¬
pletely described a# regards frequency if its "ab¬
sorption coefficient" is given. Xt has already been
stated that the intensity of a beam of X-radiation
is reduced when it passes through matter. Thus a
beam of initial Intensity I0 Is reduced, to intensity
X after passing through x cma. of a material plan*
ed in its path, the reduction in intensity being
governed by the relation Ix « l0e~/UX where the quan¬
tity jx thus introduced is defined as the absorption
coefficient of the radiation. It will be obvious
that/
14a.
that the transmitted "beam will he of the same quali¬
ty as the incident beam and, therefore, the absorp¬
tion of the transmitted beam will be governed by the
same equation.
A heterogeneous beam cannot be spoken
about in this way, because each constituent has an
absorption coefficient of its own, and the beam
transmitted through the material is slightly diffe-
rent, as regards constitution, from the incident
radiation. A similar method may be used to give a
measure of what may be called the "average" absorp-
tion coefficient of the beam. If sufficient materi¬
al is placed in the beam to reduce the intensity of
the transmitted radiation to one-half the intensity
of the incident, the average absorption coefficient
can b© calculated from the equation Ix m 10e">MX .
-he $0 diminution of intensity Is used in order
to reduce errors which may arise, due to the hetero¬
geneous nature of the beam. It will be seen that
the "average absorption coefficient" thus obtain¬
ed does not determine the "quality" of the beam
because it will be obvious that a beam of
average absorption coefficient u can be
constituted in a number of ways
from/
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from different homogeneous radiations; the smaller
the absorption coefficient of a beam, the greater
its "hardness or penetrating power, if the beam is
homogeneous.(For heterogeneous beams, the word
average must always be introduced). A soft beam is
one of large absorption coefficient or small pene¬
trating power.
Sometimes, instead of the average absorp¬
tion coefficient jjl of a beam, it is more useful to
use the mass-absorption coefficient of the beam in
a given substance. Thus, if the equation of ab¬
sorption be written, Ix - Ioe"^^X where p is the
density of the material used to absorb the radiation
the quantity^) is termed the mass-absorption oo-f
efficient of the rays. Usually to completely speci¬
fy the measurement, the chemical symbol of the
material used is affixed thuas- V*)a This signi-
fies that the absorption-coefficient of the radia¬
tion was measured by plaoing Aluminium in the beam.
Mention has already been made of the
method of showing that the intensity of a beam of
X-radiation decreases when it passes through matter.
In these researches, tests are made on the trans¬
mitted radiation and on the radiation scattered
along a direction making an angle & with the in¬
cident/
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incident radiation. Each beam is received into a
separate electroscope, of the gold-leaf type. Each
beam produces ionisation in the chamber of the elec¬
troscope and so the aharge on the gold-leaf is di¬
minished and the deflection of the gold-leaf from the
fixed electrode reduced. If there is no material
placed in the path of the transmitted and scattered
beams between the scatterer and the electroscopes,
the ratio of the change in deflection of the leaf in
the electroscope receiving the scattered radiation
to the change in deflection of the leaf in the elec¬
troscope receiving the transmitted radiation is de¬
noted by s/p* Si" equal thicknesses of the same
material are placed in each beam between the soatter-
er and the electroscope, the ratio then obtained is
denoted by 6)p'' If material be placed in the trans¬
mitted beam and not in the scattered, the ratio is
now written s/p' > in tlie scattered and not in the
g! a
transmitted, it is written /p. The precautions and
methods of measuring these quantities will be dis¬
cussed later*
Henceforth, in this paper, the transmitted
and incident beams will be termed the primary while
the scattered will be called the secondary beam.
The absorbing sheets of material placed in a beam to
reduce its intensity are called filters, the name of
the material being given.
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HISTORICAL SURVEY OH PREVIOUS RESEARCH OR
THE J-JHEHOKHffOF IE X-RAYS.
As early as 1903, BARKLA observed that, in
addition to the E, L, M, etc. characteristic radia¬
tions, another radiation was emitted "by substances
of low atomic weight unless the incident radiation
was kept "soft". After the existence of the K, L, M
etc. charaateristic radiations had been definitely
established, he found that the ratio of the energy
of the electrons emitted by a substance when its
IC-charaoteristic radiation was produced to the ab¬
sorption of energy from the primary beam caused by
this K-radiaticn, increased regularly as, the Tare-
length of the primary beam was decrease-id until a
certain wave-length was reached, when a sudden in¬
crease in the ratio occurred. It was thought that
this was caused by a new characteristic radiation of
the J-series, of higher frequency than the K- series,
because, when it was observed, there were also evi¬
dent a corpuscular radiation, increased ioniaation
and increased absorption of the primary radiation.
These phenomena had never before been observed ex¬




In later experiment8, BAMLA and MITE*
measured the absorbability of a radiation in differ¬
ent substances, vis. aluminium, paper, water, paraf¬
fin wax and copper. The beams, of m ich they
measured the absorption coefficient, were primary
beams direct from an A-Hay tube except that they had
been passed through absorbers in order to filter out
the softer constituents, d'hen the absorbability of
the radiations was measured in the different sub¬
stances and the values plotted against one another as
shown in the accompanying curve (taken from the
paper), the curves for any two substances showed
similar characteristics.
The broken nature of the curve was taken to
indicate the presence of an X-radiation character¬
istic of the substance whose absorption coefficients
showed/'
* Phil. Mag., Oct.I917
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showed the di3continuity, Similar curves had been
obtained by 3ARKLA and SADLER* for K-radiations and
by BARKLA and COLLIER* for L-radiations.
In a paper to the Philosophical Magazine of
May BARMLA gave a resume" of the work done on
the subject and the results which had been obtained.
By this tine the J-discontinuities had been observed
fn association, with phenomena very different
from those usually accompanying the production of
characteristic radiation, The conclusions reached
fro® experiments of the type made by 3ARKLA and
that the phenomenon was conditional
on factors which had not previous¬
ly been considered as governing
X-ray phenomena.
that the changes in absorption were
more sudden - being almost abrupt
- than could be expected. It
appeared that every constituent of
the beam became suddenly more ab¬
sorbed, This could not be true
under Stokes' Law unless the beam
were homogeneous.
that the appearance of the dis¬
continuity appeared to be more
associated with an absorption co¬
efficient than with a wave-length.
that, after the rise in absorption
had taken place in one substance,
the transmitted beam was more ab¬
sorbable in other substances, al¬
though these substances showed
their own absorption discontinuity.
-






V. that the change of critical absorp¬
tion coefficient for the discon¬
tinuity with the atomic number of
the absorbing substance was small
and the critical absorption coeffi
cient decreased with increase of
atomic number.
VI. that the series of critical absorp¬
tion coefficients in the elements
cut across the K-series of ab¬
sorption coefficients.
Experiments by BARKLA and MACKENZIE,* ex¬
tended this idea that the rise in absorption was
more associated with an absorption coefficient than
with a definite wavelength. They observed that the
activity of a compound radiation, produoed by the
superposition of two scattered radiations, was not
the sum of the activities of the two constituent
radiations. Each beam, as far as the appearance of
the J-phenomenon was concerned, acted as a whole,
while the compound beam, consisting of the two,
showed, not the two discontinuities but one appro¬
priate to itself as a whole. Thus a sort of
"temperature" analogy was introduced. The authors
also observed that beams of X-rays scattered in
directions making angles of 60° and 120° with the
primary beam differ, if at all, in one of the follow¬
ing two ways: m
(1) by the beam at 120° showing the J-
discontinuities.
(2) by a continuous difference in absorb¬
ability in some substances.
bahklV
* Phil. Mag. Feb. 1926.
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3ARKLA arid KHASTQIR+ showed that, if a
heterogeneous radiation tos scattered, the scattered
"beam had either the same ah soreability as the primary
or else showed a well-marked difference of absorb¬
ability when measured in any substance. They also
observed that while the scattered radiation might
have a different absorbability from the primary in
some substances, its absorbability was exactly that
of the primary in other substances; and also that a
scattered radiation, after being transmitted through
a substance which showed the difference between the
primary and secondary radiations, showed its absorb¬
ability to be exactly that of the primary when
i ■■ ./[
measured in other substances. They also observed that
no matter what the angle of scattering, the differ¬
ence, if any, between the primary and. the scattered
beams was of the same amount and that if any further
difference occurs, it does co abruptly by a jump.
They state their conclusion thuss-
"We find absolutely no indication of the
COMPTOIT wavelength change on scattering and all the
laws governing the change observed by us - the manner
of its appearance, its magnitude, its variation with
frequency and with angle of scattering, appear entire¬
ly at variance with C0MPT01P 8 view".
This/
+ Hiil. Mag. Sept. 1926.
2?.
This apparent conflict, they suggested,
might he due to the fact that a certain num*.
her of the properties cf an X-radiation were aS~
sociated with something analagous to 'temperature * of
the radiation rather than the frequency. The
authors thus observed, instead of the OOMPTOK wave¬
length change on scattering, the J-phenomenon*
Though it was governed by laws different from those
governing the 30MPT01T-effect, the J- phenomenon
showed a remarkable oorrespondenee with the OOMPTOK
effect. They were therefore left with the two
alternativess-
I. that no COHPTOH effect had been
observed by them.
11. that X-ray activity had to be
divorced from the wavelength of
the radiation and a new system
of laws introduced.
They also suggested that the difference
between the primary and the scattered beams could
be accounted for by supposing that the structure of
the scattered radiation was different from that of
the primary, the structure of the scattered radia¬
tion being more favourable to the appearance of the
J-phenomenon. A greater coherence in the secondary
beam would have been sufficient to ensure this and
this greater coherence could be obtained in a number
of/
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of ways* This led to a discussion of the possible
effect on the scattered beam of changes in the
.
method of excitation of the tube, a type of experi¬
mental procedure treated in a paper by 3ARKLA and
«
MAQOaSSXK .
The results of scattering experiments by
the authors were shown to depend on the frequency of
the interrupter fitted to the induction coil supply¬
ing the High Tension to the tube. Thus they were
able to conclude that the activity of an Eradiation
appeared to be due to the stream of the Eradiation
as a whole and not to the constituent frequencies of
the radiation.
#*
BARKLA and WATSCH, in a series of experi¬
ments in which the current through the tube was care¬
fully controlled and kept constant during an experi¬
ment, observed that the critical absorption co-
.
efficient, at vhioh a given discontinuity occurred,
varied slightly as the current through the tube was
varied. This suggested that the non-appearance of
the J-phenomenon, in some experiments, was due to
the variable nature of the current through the tube.
By keeping the current steady they were able to
control the appearance of the J-phenomenon. They
also found, in their experiments, that there was
fik- — —
* fihil. Mag. Mov. 1926. ** Ihil. Mag. Hov. 1926
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no difference between the absorbability of the prim¬
ary and seoondary radiations except by the oocur-
renoe of the J- discontinuities in the progressive
absorption of the scattered radiation.
*
Other experiments by BARKLA and KHASTGIR ,
on Modified and Unmodified Scattered it-Rays, showed
that a scattered radiation which is modified, or
shows the COHPTON effect, as measured by its absorb¬
ability in a number of substances may be either
i
modified or unmodified in another substance.
**
BARKJ.A, in June 1928, published the re¬
sults of a number of experiments in which the change
from unmodified to modified scattered radiation was
exhibited not by the beams passing through a certain
critical average frequency as measured by an average
absorption coefficient but by the superposition of
radiations of the same frequencies in almost the
same proportions. Unmodified radiations were ob¬
tained from air and thin scatterera but the modi¬
fication rapidly increased in amount with the in¬
creasing thickness of the scatterer, finally reach¬
ing a limiting value. The results again pointed to
the view that the modification depended on some kind
of coherence in the radiation.
WATSOK/
* Phil. Mag. Oct. I927. ** Phil. Mag. June 1928
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»
. ASS01 comparing the ionizations produced
by two secondary beams from a scatterer whose K
characteristic radiation was produced, found that,
with equal amounts of absorbing material in the path
of each beam, the* ratio of the ioniaatiens did not
alter continuously with increase in the amount of
absorber, if the tube current was carefully controll¬
ed. Discontinuities were, however, apparent in the
value of the ratio, these discontinuities appearing
to be identical with the ^-discontinuities already
observed.
##
BARKXA and SIS SQPTA, measuring the ab¬
sorbability of a given radiation near a J-discontinu-
ity, found that it depended on the other radiations
transmitted through the absorbing substances at the
same time. Thus it always appeared in their experi¬
ments that the processes of absorption depend on a
coherence of the various constituents of the radiation
traversing the matter.
Hany other papers have been published giv¬
ing evidence of the existence of the J-phenomenon,
while a number record only unsuccessful attempts to
observe it. In the account of the results of recent
experiments, the J-phenoeaenon was evident at the be¬
ginning/
* Phil.Mag. June 1928.
** Phil.Mag. April» 1929.
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beginning of an experiment, or developed during the
progress of the experiment. It is hoped that the
results observed and noted herein, may help to throw
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As will be observed from the diagrams
opposite, the X-Ray tubes were enclosed in a lead-
covered box, which had a double thickness of lead on
that side nearest the apparatus used to compare the
radiations on which tests were made. An aperture in
this side of the box allowed a beam of X-radiation
to fall on any slab of substance placed in front of
it. The focus spot of the tube was placed in a
horizontal line with the centre of the aperture and
in such a way that this line was perpendicular to
the face of the box. The scattering substance was
surrounded by lead sheets or screens. Apertures
were made in these screens to allow the beams experi-
aented on to pass out and be compared by means of
the ionisations produced by them in cubical gold-
leaf eleotrosoopes set to receive them. The beams
tested in this research were the undeflecteu primary
beam and one consisting of radiation scattered through
approximately 90°. The centres of the apertures
necessary to separate out these two beams were made
to lie in the same horizontal plane as the line con¬
taining the foous spot and the centre of the aper¬
ture in the box.
They'
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The 3lab used to scatter the radiation
from the tubs, was placed so that subsequent to the
excitation of a secondary radiation it absorbed the
primary and secondary beams in exactly the same de¬
cree , i.e. the thickness of material traversed by
the primary beam was the same as the thickness tra¬
versed by the scattered beam. Thus the scatterer,
in the form of a slab, was inclined at an angle of 45*
to each beam, and so that the transmitted and scat¬
tered beams emerged from the face opposite to the
face on which the beam from the tube was incident.
Each beam thtis separated was passed into
an electroscope of the cubical gold-leaf type, the
leaf in ouch electroscope being charged to a poten¬
tial of 240-300 volts. The electroscopes were- con¬
tained in lead boxes. An aperture in one face of the
lead box, placed normal to the incident beam of radi¬
ation, allowed radiation to pass through an aluminium
'window*, into the electrosoope chamber. Each elec¬
troscope had a 'window* of .01 cms. thickness of alu¬
minium and, in order to prevent radiation being ab¬
sorbed by the gold leaf and electrode, and so pro-
ducing corpuscular radiation, which would affect the
ionisation in the chamber, a strip of lead was placed
'
down the middle of the 'window*. Characteristic
corpuscular/
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corpuscular radiation from the walls of the chamber
was prevented by lining the interior walls of the
electroscope with a layer of four sheets of filter-
paper. The aperture in the boxes containing the
electroscope was of such a size that no radiation
could strike the side walls of the electroscope.
Thus the ioniaatlon produced inside the chamber of
the electroscope, was produced by X-radiation in the
air of the electroscope and not by corpuscular radi¬
ation from the metal walls of the electroscope.
Since the intensity of the primary beam
was much greater than that of the scattered beam,
each beam was pasoed through apertures, the respec¬
tive areas of these apertures being so arranged that
during a given exposure of the aontterer to radia¬
tion, the change of deflection of the primary gold-
leaf, was very nearly equal to the change of deflec¬
tion of the secondary gold-leaf. The change in de¬
flection of the leaves was measured, by focussing
the image of the gold-leaf on the scale of a low-
power microscope.
In the case of the secondary leaf, direct
focussing i.'as impossible, so that the microscope




In using this ionization method of compar¬
ing beams of radiation* cars had to be taken that
the ionization current causing the change in the
deflection of the gold-leaves, was saturation cur¬
rent, the primary and secondary apertures being re¬
duced In area till this was the case.
In order to avoid errors due to variations
in the sensitivity of the electroscope, the deflec¬
tion of the gold-loaf of the primary electroscope
was allowed to move over ten divisions of the scale,
beginning, for each exposure, at the some initial
reading on the scale. During this change of deflec¬
tion, the secondary leaf moved from its initial
position, which was kept as nearly constant as
• I
possible, over a certain number of divisions.
the ratio of the number of divisions moved
through by the secondary leaf to the number of divi¬
sions moved through by the primary leaf, was taken
as the measure of /p, defined above.
During the experiments the primary aper¬
ture consisted of a number of small holes,
.fym, in diameter, while the secondary aperture was
1
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a single hole varying in diameter from 2 cms. to
4 cms. The size of the apertures used depended on
the nature and thickness of the scattering substance.
'
. v. ; . ■■ ■ ; /. ;;; -'w:. ■/.;
TEE SOURCES OE KADIATX OK
During the early part of the research, the
X-radiation was obtained from a Coolidge Tube with
Molybdenum antloathede, and during the latter part
of the research, it was obtained from a Muller Water-
"
Cooled Tube with Tungsten target.
In the case of the Coolidge Tube, the X-
radiatlcn from the tube left the antloathode at
"glancing-angle", the tube being placed so that its
axis was parallel to the front of the box. The face
of the antloathcue was cut almost exactly perpen¬
dicular to the axis of the tube. lye to the nature
of the tube, the focus spot could vary appreciably
in position due to the expansion and contraction of
the antioathode under the uncontrolled heating effect
of the electron stream.
With the MSller tube however, the rays used
were those emerging at an angle of 45° from the face
of the anticathode which was out at 4$c to the axis
of the tube, which was placed, as in the case of
the/'
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the Coolidge Tube, with the amis parallel to the
front of the box. In this tube, large variations
of temperature on the anticathode were avoided by
water circulation in a cistern attached to the anti-
cathode. Water circulating in the cistern was boiled
by the heating effect of the electron stream, and
the temperature thus kept fairly constant. Thus the
foous-spot on the anticathode remained almost sta-
tionary during the experiments. There was at least
no shift along the axis of the tube. Vibrations tend¬
ed to be set up, due to the water 'bumping' on boil¬
ing, but this was minimised by securely clasping the
ebonite stand on which the tub© was sup,orted.
3i
SUPPLY OF FILAMENT CURRENT AND
TUBE POTENTIAL
The filament of eaoh tube was heated by
current from a battery of accumulators. The current
could be varied by means of a rheostat connected in










The high tension supply to the tube was
obtained as shown in the diagram under. A rotary
converter, driven by the city mains at 23© volts
D.C. supplied A.G. at 130 volts to an auto-trans¬
former fitted with tappings so that, in conjunction
with the primary of a high-tension transformer, peak
voltages of 15,30, 45 and 60 kilovolts respectively
could/
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could "be applied to the tube from the secondary of
the transformer. The secondary windings of the trans¬
former was earthed at its mid point, and, in the gap
at this point a milliammeter was inserted to gire the
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3 *
variation of the ratios /p and /p'
WITH AVKRAGB *MRDMSS3
of a HST3SHOOSSHOTIS BEAM 0f X-RADIATION.
If, when X-Radiati on Is scattered "by a sub¬
stance, the COM'TON increase in warelength occurs,
3 g *
the values of the ratios /p and /p* should vary as
the radiation incident on the substance is hardened.
The value of the ratio a/p Tor a given hardness of
the radiation will he different from the correspond¬
ing value of the ratio f p* observed for the same
hardness. The variation of the value of the ratio
st .
/p' with increasing hardness of the incident radia¬
tion does not obey such a simple law when the materi¬
al absorbing the transmitted and scattered radiations
emits a characteristic radiation within the range of
hardness used in the experiment. Since the primary
beam should contain a constituent radiation of fre¬
quency higher than the frequency of any component of
the scattered beam, the primary beam will, at some
given hardness contain, as a constituent radiation,
a radiation, the wavelength of which is shorter than
the wavelength of one of the characteristic radiation*
of the absorbing subs tar.ce. Thus by Otokcs' Jaw, the
character!otic radiation of the absorbing subatance
may be, and is, produced in the primary bears, while
the/
Note:- The author has used the terms'hardness* hard eh, toifh the meaning,'absorbability
as giuen by i 'absorbable -etc. 'Possibly these IcJhr terms should, heue been, used t'n
jotefereyLce to those actually used. // /
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the secondary beam does not contain a constituent of
wavelength, shorter than that of the characteristic
radiation produced, thus the primary beam will be
absorbed to a greater extent than normal and, there*
3 *
fore, the ratio /p* will increase quickly. Soon,
however, on further hardening of the beam of radia¬
tion from the tube, the secondary will contain a con¬
stituent radiation of wavelength shorter than that of
the characteristic radiation which has been produced
in the primary anu thus the absorption of the secon¬
dary will increase at this hardness and the ratio
ej*
/p1 begin to decrease.
■
If, on the other hand, there la no increase
of wavelength on scattering, and each component radi¬
ation is scattered in the same proportion, the ratios
3 o *
/p and /p* should, remain constant and equal to one
another throughout the range of hardness on which ex¬
periments .may be made. This will be obviously the
case since the secondary and primary radiations must
be of equal hardness.
The results of actual experiment do not
bear this out entirely. These results can be classi¬
fied as follows 8-
(a) Hecults which are consistent with the
CQSJPT0X5 wavelength change on scattering.
?b)/
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(b) Results which, while agreeing in some
respects with the Classical ideas,
show definite inconsistencies, which
may he characterised thusj-
The ratios ®/p arjd s/p aay not
he equal for a given hardness of ,
radiation, hut the ratios s/p and a/pt
are constant in value over ranges of
hardness of the radiation, these
ranges not necessarily heing the same
for both ratios. The change in value
of the ratios, when it does occur,
takes place at definite well-marked
hardnesses of the incident radiation,
ab represented by an average mass-
absorption coefficient measured in
aluminium.
These latter results cannot he explained
either on the COKPTOH theory or on the Classical
theory and no satisfactory explanation has so far
"been put forward.
These results have been observed by pre¬
vious experimenters. She work of the writer showed
the same results. In the experiments of the author,
the maximum voltage which could be applied to the
tube was a peak voltage of 60 K.V. In order to
harden the beam of radiation further the only method
available was to pass the radiation from the tube
through filtering sheets of aluminium and thus to
absorb the softer constituents of the radiation. 3y
this means, X-radiation varying in hardness from
.
(£)/« » 5.0 to » 0.9 could be made in¬
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The seatterers in these experiments con¬
sisted of a number of sheets of paper or of a thick
slab of paraffin wax or such substance. The ratio
of the change of deflection of the leaf in the se¬
condary electroscope to the corresponding change in
deflection of the leaf of the primary electroscope
wa3 observed for different beams of radiation
(a) when the beams were unintercepted.
and (b) when each beam had to pass through a
given thickness of aluminium.
The curves reproduced below show the effect on the
ratios (a) and (b) of changing the hardness of the
beam, [The ratios (a) and (b) are merely the quan-
<*
tities Vp and &/ p» (for a given thickness of fil¬
ter)] , It should be mentioned that the hardness of
the incident radiation was not increased continuous¬
ly but was generally altered at random by varying

































































It will be seen from the curves showing
the effect of varying hardnesses on the ratios s/p
and. s/'o* that any ohange which does occur in a ratio
takes place diecontinuously at definite hardnesses
of the incident radiation? in the curves shown, these
hardnesses are given by <?>« = 2.5 and 3.0. In
some observations, the ratio a/p changed, the
ratio/
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ratio remaining constant over the range of hard¬
nesses on which experiment was made. In other ob¬
servations, a change was noted in both ratios, usual¬
ly at the same hardness for both ratios.
Iri some experiments, where no sudden change
in the ratio s/p was observed, this ratio began to
decrease in value in the region of the hard X-rays,
the decrease commencing at a hardness corresponding
to (/s)/^2 * 1*50. Similar results have been obtained







» rtcJloS !p Sain* ScaJI&er ax "•»
toi.bttitne.-nk fob tayue
— nuib^/p •
It may also be noted that the unintercept-
ed ratio s/'p chows more tendency to discontinuity
than any intercepted ratio ^/■*} and that the greater
the thickness of Aluminium in each beam, the greater
the likelihood od the ratio B/p> corresponding to it,
remaining constant. This, of course, can be as¬
cribed to the intercepted beams being rather harder
than the uninteroepted beams and therefore being




by filtering a heterogeneous beam.
In the curves shown for scattering from
70 sheets of paper, the curve obtained on the second
day differed from that of the previous day, only in
the magnitude of the ratios 3/p* Both curves show
the the value of 3/p ih the region of the
hard radiation, the decrease commencing at a hard¬
ness given by 1.5 approx.
Hie result observed in one experiment on
the variation of the ratios s/p a**d ^ with hard¬
ness of the incident radiation, made after a "filter¬
ing" experiment'of long duration, gave an interest¬
ing, although as yet unconfirmed, result.
70 sheets "Pa^ct




It will be observed that the curve- i3 irregtdhr
and discontinuous.
These sudden changes seem to occur at
* 3.4 and C* 2*4 hardnesses at which





These changes occur in the ratio /p, the ratio /p*
having a constant value at the softer end of the
range of hardness experimented on and then comsnenc-
s
ing to increase in the same way as the ratio /p at
a hardness « 2.7 approximately.
Although nothing definite can ho said
about a result from a single experiment» it la inter¬
esting to note its significance in the light of re¬
sults obtained from filtering experiments after pro¬
longed exposure of the sc&tterer. It may he that
this type of result is occasioned by what is called
the •exposure-effect* of radiation on the ace,tiering
material. V7hat is meant by this term will be more
apparent after the results of filtering experiments
have been discussed.
A number of experiments on the variation of
3 a*
the ratios /p and /p* with absorbability of the ra¬
diation were made., using soatterera of filter paper
with absorbing sheets of tin placed in the rimary and
a'
secondary beams. The ratio /p* when tin absorbing
sheets were used did not remain constant but. In a
well defined region of hardness of the incident radi¬
ation began to increase and later to decrease. This
was duo to the fact that the -secondary radiation was
softer/
softer than the primary, although this waa not oh-
_ <3'
serv&ble frera the values of the ratio /p 01 /y *
for aluminium absorbers. Vhus t for the tin absorb-
ing sheets the primary having a component of frequ¬
ency higher than the frequency of any component of
the aeoen&ary#*rlXl cause the character!3tic radia¬
tion from tin to oe excited to a great extent in the
primary beam, while the secondary is able to excite
it to a very email extent, fhuy the rimary beam
will be absorbed, to a greater extent than the secon-
© */
dary in tiiis initial stage and the ratio /p'when
tin absorbing sheets are used will thus increase.
•3oon, however, as the incident beam ia filtered mom
and more, the secondary becomes almost of the same
quality aa the primary and 30 the absorption of the
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These experiments showed that the ratio / ,
measured for tin absorbers in the "beams was general¬
ly unbroken and continuous whether the ratio s/p was
continuous or not. In a few oases, the ratio e/pt
for absorption by tin was also discontinuous, the
discontinuity ocouring at the same hardness for both
ratios s/p s/p« for tin while the ratio ob¬
served for absorption by aluminium remained constant
throughout. The observed discontinuities occurred at
hardnesses previously noted with the additional
hardness given by qi 55 2.7*
45.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS,
The following cone lues ione may he drawn:-
I, I>iscontinuities are observed acre frequent¬
ly In the unintercepted ratio than in any
intercepted ratio.
II. The greater the thickness of filtering
alminiua through which the "beams pass,
the less frequently are discontinuities
observed in the ratio s1 /- ♦ ♦
III. The thicker the scatterer, the loss the
probability of any discontinuity occurring
IV. Discontinuities, when they do occur, do so
to an approximate degree, at definite
hardnesses of the primary radiation, viz J
if)n * 4.0, 3,4, 3.0, 2.7 and a,4.
V
V. The secondary beam is apparently more ab¬
sorbable than the primary.
To these a possible sixth may be added
The results Kay be affected by the length




As previously t^ont lowed, filtering experi¬
ments are concerned with the behaviour of the ratio
3 ^ *'
/p* when the thickness of the equal amounts of ah-
sorber in the primary and. secondary beams is varied.
The thickness of these absorbers or filters, which,
were placed at the same distance, in each beam, from
their respective electroscopes, was, in some ex;eri-
menta continually increased or decreased, rrhile, in
other experiments, the thickness was varied in a hap¬
hazard fashion. In the curves drawn to show the be¬
haviour of the observed ratios 3/p* with the thick¬
ness of the filters, the number attached to points on
the curve, indicates the order in which the observa¬
tions were made. If the thickness was increased
steadily, an. arrow points to increasing thickness,
whereas if the thickness was decreased steadily, an
arrow points to zero thickness.
As explained previously, if the TOUPT0ST
change of wavelength on scattering has taken place,
the primary and scattered radiation will not be equal*
ly absorbable, the scattered radiation will be softer
gjf
than the primary and thus the ratio /p*should vary
steadily as the thickness of filter in each beam is
increased. As the beams are filtered more and more
the/
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ihe ratio viil change ices and less ouiokly,
since bo tit beams will tend, in the limit, to beooi&e
equally hard. Thugs the curves of &/gt against thick-
sees of filters should show a regular slope end
dhould have a slight concavity.
Keeulta of this nature were obtained by
the vsrlter. Th@ general oh. <„rad tax in ties of the
curves wore as required by shat is outlined above.
She hearease in the ratio / r,i was regular as the
thickness of the filtering material* {aluminium),
was inoreasou.
The results ni ether experiments did not
shew this rtgular gradual fall in ratio, this other
type of result ha® already frequently been observed
■ft
by earlier experimenters i» this Laboratory. The
results referred to wore these showing the appear-
fenea of the «f- h isooniineitieg .
_ The _
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The ratio s/yi tos observed to remain constant mile
the thiehnees of filtering alu&iiiiuia was inoreueed
until at a definite average hardnest of the primary
henna, the value of the ratio fell by aoae 8$ and
retiSiiiiiOn o on fttail t at this lover level until another
definite
* By definite is meant that a discontinuity always
seemed to occur near certain absorbabilities of
the radiation as measured by (y,/p .
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definite average hardness v&s reached whan a farther
fail in ratio took place, Thus for a certain range
of average hardness of the radiation the primary
and ooooncai-y beams were equally absorbable; when
'tliis limiting hardness van reached, the absorbability
of one or the other ah&ngeci and the becuae again 'b&~
cam* equally absorbable but at the different 'level*,
the discontinuities, whan they occurred, ver® ob¬
served to occur abruptly at certain quite definite
hardnesses of the beaut, us measured &y the average
absorption coefficient of the radiation in aluai-
.
niuu. The harunee&ee at which the discontinuities
.
occurred in the writer's experiments were those
given by
Sp > * 4»0, J• V , J • 0 , 2• 7 •
rhoe© observed by earlier experimenters
ware given by
« 3*76, 3«2*# 2.44, 1.94, i«4c. 0.73, 0.47
there is no possibility of mistaking the
type of result obtained, the change in ratio being
altogether outside the possible experimental error.
It * ill be observed from, the curve© that, when a
discontinuity does occur, it takes place in the
direction it. which the slope required by the quan¬
tum theory of seattaring would proceed. Thus the
two/
** BARKLA and WAIStfS. lliil. Hag. Eov, 1926.
These values have been observed to vary with the
current through the tube.
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two types: of result would appear to be inter-related
&© eciwffi way.
The mere obtaining of such results, al- .
though interesting in ihateaelveu, doea not lead far
unless some method Cfc&a be found of passing free: one
type of result to the other, withe* by altering the
conditions of'..'the experiment or by ehahging octaa
pari of the eontiering or measuring devices. A
possible method of achieving this vms manifested
during a orgies of experiments in which filtering
experiments and experiments on the variation of s/p
frith the average ha rdr.ee •: of the radiation were
being oc-rried cut tego trior. The sorttoren in these
experiments was composed of a number of sheets of
filter-paper. It was observed that if a filtering
experiment was mud* just prior to the oxperinont on
the variation of V p ***& averag# of the radi¬
ation, the resulting curve, shoring the variation of
/ p* with the thickne? z of Aluminium filters in the
beam#, was the slope required by the CQUPTOK change
of wavelength theoryi if, however, the filtering
experiment ;...;3 made immediately aft or the completion
of the other type of experiment, the resulting curve
was. of the type associated with the a?aearahoe of
the J-phenomenon oi scattering.
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The natural step, therefore, was to try the
effect of exposing the saatterer to %**Radiation.
This could be done in two ways, either before it was
used in an experiment or while it was being used.
This latter taethod had the advantage that, if a
change took place due to exposure to radiation, the
progress of the change would be made visible in the
nature of the curves of successive filtering experi¬
ments, since the change would, in all probability, be
a gradual one. Thus if the exposure of the scatter-
@r had any effect on the results obtained in filter¬
ing experiments, the curves showing how the ratio
, varied with the thickness of the Aluminiump»
filtering the beams should have changed, on continued
use of the scatterer, from the initial slope to the
diacontinuous curve showing the presence of the J-
'
■
■ ■: ' • ■ ..." ' . 1 \ '■ 1 i
phenomenon.
The experimental procedure was therefore
quite straightforward. A soatterar, consisting of
24 sheets of filter paper in these initial experi¬
ments, was set up and a series of filtering experi¬
ments carried out, one after the other, there being
no interval between the last observation required to
complete one experiment and the initial observation
of the next experiment, other than that usually
necessary/
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necessary in order to change the thickness of the
filters and to charge up the gold-leaves. The gold
leaves had, of course, to he allowed to settle proper
ly. after barging, before the exposure necees&ry for
trie o>. sorv&lion was sesacencea. Thus & series of
filtering curves were obtained, each curve being pro¬
duced from & set of observations which contained one
value of the ratio 7',.., for each thickness of filter
used. The results were most instructive.
36 sheets VaJ>e.r




















In the first curve, the elope was generally
obtained but later curve© ehowed a tendency to be¬
come more irregular and finally developed into the
discontinuous/
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discontinuous levels characteristic of the J-pheno~
menon. This, of course, did not necessarily mean
that the results had altered because the saatterer
had. been exposed to radiation for some time. It
might have been due to one or more of many thingsj-
ecatterer, „gold-leaf electroscopes , changes in
the tube, etc., each of which could not be controlled
ordinary means. Such variations, therefore, could be
associated, in the first instance, with changes in
many different quantities. To test whether the
ohange was due to the exposure of the soatterer, a
different method had to be adopted, T.ie original
scatterer, showing the development from the sloping
curve to the discontinuities, was one of 24 sheets
Of paper. Another soatterer of the same number of
sheets was inserted in place of the first scatterer
as soon as it was evident that the discontinuities
were definitely established. A series of observa¬
tions taken with this scatterer allowed a slope for
the initial filtering experiment curve, i.e. a
curve similar to that obtained from the first ob¬
servations with the original aeatterer In carrying
out this experiment, the observations were made as
quickly as possible after one another so that if
there was any effect due to the exposure of the
scatterer,/
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soatterar, it would not have time to die away be¬
tween the suoeeesive exposurer. necessary for e^oih
oboervation. It ie reuuoncOble to expect the effect
to die away if ihore ic such an effect due to ex*
posum. 'Jhue it the seattar tsr had hear* allowed to
stand unexposed for some tine, or if an interval had
been allowed t© elapse between readix>g£t the curve
would have been the normal curve such &a would
given if exposure had no effect on the results, the
fresh #©att«rer had also to b« inserted as quickly as
possible so that there would he vexy little chance of
& change in the tube taking place in the interval






The experiment ires repeated time after tine.
Similar results were obtained• Use slope charged
slowly into the discontinuous curve although the
period of experimenting required before the die-'
continuities finally developed was not always the
same, ever, with the same scatterer and the same in-
!
tensity of radiation incident on the scatterer. The
position of the scatterere was kept, as far as poss¬
ible, the same during the course of the experiments.
On some c act; sione, the state of discontinuity was
not reached in the course of Hie experiment, but
when the change did occur, the progress from the
slope to the discontinuous curve was as described
above, and fee introduction of a fresh scatterer,
after the discontinuous state had beers reached, gave
an initial curve similar to that obtained from the
first series of observations with fee original scat¬
teror. A new scatterer vme not inserted on every
occasion sahen development was observed but since one
■
was inserted on at least fifteen occasions, it i&
improbable that the current tfcroufii the tube
changed each time during the very period in which
the interchange of ncatterers was being made. Such




These experiments were, in the first instance
made on radiation from the OOOLIPOS tube.. They were
repeated sufficiently often to exclude the pcoei-
bility that they might be accidental or erroneous.
There still remained the .pDg'sibilily that the develop¬
ment might be due to or affected by, the nature of the source of
the radiation. Results given by the radiation
from one type of tub® might not be obtained when
using the radiation from another type of tube, For
this reason, therefore, when the Mi^LViR tube whs in¬
serted in the place of the 0OOLIBGS Tube, the experi¬
ments above were repeated so that there would be no
doubt that the results ware independent of the source
of radiation. The radiation was, of course, still
heterogeneous although rather harder than the radia¬
tion used in the earlier part of the research. The
ourrent through the tube could be increased beyond
the limit possible with, the COOLIPC.il Tub® and thus
a greater intensity of incident radiation rac poss¬
ible.
Scatterere of 24 sheets of paper were again
tested, to find if the development would, take place
as before. The same development from slope to dis¬
continuities was observed, the insertion of a fresh
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The results obtained were capable of much
greater accuracy than was possible wi th the GOOLI3XJE
Tube. Although it now seemed fairly definite that
exposure had an effeot on the result of a filtering
experiment, one possibility yet remained, a very
sli$*t one no doubt. The current through the tube
might be taken as remaining steady but changes might
take place in the measuring apparatus, electroscopes
etc., during the interval required to interchange
the scatterers, especially if that interval were long.
Gince no change appeared to be occurring in the dis¬
continuous/
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discontinuous curve during the interval usually taken
between readings, the new so&tterer had to be insert¬
ed, so that the interval between the last observation
r
for the first scatterer and the first observation
with the second seatterer was the same as the usual
interval between observations. Even whan this was
done, the curve obtained showed the change from the
discontinuous curve of the first scatterer to a slope.
In a large number of experiments, when
either one tube or the other was used as the source
of the X-radiation, no fresh scatterer was intro¬
duced but the development from the slope to the dis¬
continuities was unmistakable. In these experiments,
gjt
as already mentioned above, the ratio /p correspond¬
ing to a given thickness of Aluminium filter in each
beam was observed once only for each thickness in
each filtering curve. To lessen the possibility of
an error arising due to these single readings, a
series of experiments was made in which the value of
.
s/p» for a given thickness was observed a number of
times before another thickness was inserted. The
curves obtained from the majority of these experi¬
ments were very irregular, showing neither the slope
or the discontinuities. This could be easily ex¬
plained since each curve would contain points from
observations of which some would be made while the
sloping/
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sloping curve was being obtained and others would be
oade while the curve obtained was the discontinuous
curve* In a few of the experimental a elope was
obtained initially, this later changing suddenly, in
the next test, into the discontinuities* The curves
given show what is meant*
ZU sheets Pq/^y. ft.6t>Ky
C^TKS • fit ft?6erCh.$
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Other experiments were carried out but, in
them, the scatterer was not exposed in quite the
same way as in the above experiments* after the
first series of observations had been made, the
scatterer w&e exposed to a continual stream of radia¬
tion from the tube* the scatterer being kept in the normal
position during the exposure* The absorbing sheets
of aluminium were removed and the apertures blocked
by sheets of lead, so that the electroscopes were
not exposed to radiation during this exposure. Thus
if a change from the slope to the discontinuities
were^
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were observed, the change could not be due to changes
in the electroscope because of continued exposure;
the change would seem in that case to be due entirely
to the exposure of the scatterer, since the possibil¬
ity of its being due to a change in the tube has al¬
ready been considered unlikely# Shis method of ex¬
periment certainly showed the change from one type of
result to the other, in seven of the ten experiments
in which it was used. Also, when another soatterer,
of an equal number of sheets of paper, was inserted
in place of the first soatterer, the initial curve,
a slope, was similar to that obtained initially with
the first scatterer, differing from it only in the
actual value of the ratios /^ for equal thicknesses
of filtering Aluminium. On further exposure of this
second aoatterer, under the same conditions as ob¬
tained in the exposure of the first scatterer, the
results changed in the usual way, i.e. in much the
same way as observed for the first soatterer and in
almost the same interval of time.
Zk- sAeefs ?W>er.
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This aeomsd almost conclusive aridana©
that the oh&ng© was due to the exposure of the
aoatterer una that the rest of the apparatus had no
effect on the results, This, however, had to h®
tested further in order to find Aether scatterer®
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similar to those obtained when paper was used. To
this end, tests were made on scatterers of paraffin
wax, carbon, plywood, aluminium and on paper scatter¬
ers composed of e, larger number of sheete than had
been used proviously, These tests were carried out
using the same method as had originally been used;
i.e. one series of observations was tafeen after the
other was completed, no appreciable interval being
made between the different series. The results of
these showed that all the substances used, with the
solitary exception of the plywood scatterer, give
evidence of a change from one type of result to
another. Irregularities certainly were evident in
the later curves obtained in the filtering experi¬
ments using the plywood scatterer but they could not
be allied definitely with the change sought. There
was no tendency for the curves from plywood to be¬
come entirely discontinuous. Paper and paraffin wax
showed the development very readily, while aluminium,
giving initially, as it seemed, discontinuities,
later gave as the result of filtering experiments a
different type of discontinuous curve as shown in
the curves opposite. Because of greater absorption
of the incident radiation in the aluminium scatterer,
the radiation entering the electroscopes in experi¬
ment^
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experiments with this scatterer was much harder than
was the case in experiments on the other substances.
It will be observed from the curves that there is
quite definitely some development from the first
series of observations with a given scatterer to the
last series of observations with the same scatterer,
the change being along similar lines for eaoh i.e.
from the initial slope to the final discontinuities.
So fat the results had been coherent and
agreed among themselves. Experiments on this seem¬
ing exposure-effect gave rather unexpected results
when 6 mms. thiok carbon slabs were used as scatter-
ers. These, used in the same way as soatterers of
24 sheets of paper had been used, gave, as the re¬
sult of the initial filtering experiment, discon¬
tinuities and thereafter, the curves resulting from
observations changed slowly into a continuous slope.
On one scatterer, whioh had thus di own the develop¬
ment, being replaced, as quickly as possible, by
another similar scatterer, previously unexposed, the
result of successive filtering experiments with the
new soatterer was to di ow a similar development from
the discontinuities to the slope. Such a result was
also obtained with scatterers of 24 sheets of filter
paper.
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Two scatterers of 24 sheets of filter paper
■were prepared, and used in separate consecutive ex¬
periments on filtering. Both experiments yielded
the discontinuous filtering curve, the one which had
been used first was re-inserted in place of the other
and again a filtering experiment showed the discon¬
tinuities. On repeating the filtering experiment,
time and again, with thia scatterer, the curves ob¬
tained/'
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obtained gradually dhanged into a continuous elope.
On the other scatter#* being inserted In place of
the one now showing the slope, a filtering experi¬
ment gave a curve showing the ^-discontinuities,
this reverse effect was observed in fifteen experi¬
ments in which different scattering substances were
used, but chiefly occurred when carbon ecatterers of
6 rn.ia. thickness were used.
Thu w
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Thus it seemed that the previous-results and
all that Gould b© deduced from tfoax^ had suffered a
complete reversal. In one set of experiments, the
gradual change in . with the thickness of the alu-
P
minium filters developed gradually into the dis¬
continuous levels of equality in which p remained,
constant for a given range of thickness of alumi¬
nium filters and. suddenly fell to a lower value for
& succeeding range of thickness of the filters. In
the next set of experiments exactly the reverse de-
velopment occurred. Thus equally reliable -experiments
gave contradictoryd.i result© „ vhich of these results
was the correct one? Or were they both possible?
' '
. - /. .
j_ ■ ; ' . . _ ' . .; • ■ ; ' ••
The answer was provided when a soatterer
of 24 sheets of filter paper, giving a slope as the
curve of its initial filtering experiment, was used
in a large number of successive filtering exposures,
even after the J-discontinuities had appeared on
exposure. This prolonged use of the scattarer final¬
ly showed that the discontinuities disappeared and
that the gradual slope had reappeared. This was
repeated some fourteen times and the same result ob¬
tained. The appended curves show the type of de¬
velopment.
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The curves may "be compared with these oh-
tained "by BAKSLA and MACKENZIE, in filtering ex¬
periments,, during which they changed the frequency of
the interrupter attached to the induction coil hy
which the tube potential was supplied, (The writer
does not mean that the development in the curves hy
BAPJCLA and MAGKE3J2IS was due to the effect now studi¬
ed hut the curves are of similar type). A similar
change from the slope of the initial curve to the
discontinuities and then hack to the slope on further
exposure
,
* Fnil. Mag. Eov. I926
* The curves hy these authors could he repeated hy
returning to a particular frequence of the inter¬
rupter .
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exposure was observed in experiments in vhich the
radis.tion was obtained from the llULLiiH tuba. Thus
it seetaed that the development from one type of re¬
sult to the other was due to the continued exposure














It can be observed from the curves obtained
in the experiments in which the source of the in¬
cident radiation was the MULLER tube, that, when a
change occurred in the type of result given by a
filtering experiment in which the thickness of the
aluminium filters was varied irregularly, the earli¬
er observations gave points lying on a continuous
slope, the later observations of the same series did
not give points lying on the slope but gave points
which, by their position on the graph of the results
suggested the appearance of the J-disoontinuities.
The presence of the discontinuities was always shown
quite definitely in the curve for the next series of
observations.
Thus an explanation of these seemingly in¬
compatible results was offered. The type of initial
result lor a filtering experiment with a given
scattered was controlled by the type of scatterer,
by the state of the scatterer or its previous his¬
tory as regards exposure to X-radiation. And from this^
the later development of the curves obtained from
successive filtering experiments agreftdiwi^th 'this: u-.
sequence described above.
Throughout this dis oussion of what the
writer has termed the "exposure-effect" of X-rays
on the scattering material, mention has been made
chiefly/
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chiefly of scatterera of 24 areata of paper. these
soattarers ware used almost exclusively during the
earlier part of the investigation of the phenomenon
■
of change from one type of result to another, because
it was observed quite early that the change was given
most readily by this type of scatterer, and as the
reason for this change was being sought, it was most
convenient to use a type of soatterer which would
give the change raoet readily.
.
A short digression can now be made to dis¬
cuss the results of filtering experiments in which
the scattering material was carbon. The eoatterers
in these experiments did not consist of a single
block of the carbon. As this could only be obtained
in pieces 6 inches by 3 inch©©, two such pieces were
placed together to give a suitable slab, 6 inches
square. The edges of each block, which met in the
centre of the acatterar, met as closely as possible
and the gap between the® was made ae small ae poss¬
ible. The results of filtering experiments using
this type of scatterer agree with the general re¬
sults obtained '.then filter paper scattersrs were
used in similar experiments.
The general type of result obtained from
experiment© using a carbon soattsrsr, 6 a.ma. thick,
haa/
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has bsfsn shown above, The initial observations gave
evidence of the discontinuities while later series
of observations gave filtering curves passing gradu¬
ally into the continuous slope. When two scatterera
of this type were used in consecutive series of ex¬
periments, one gave results showing the dlaoontinui-
ties over a longer period of time than the other.
With both, there was no possible doubt of the gradual
appearance of the smooth slope on exposure.
With Carbon of 9 sums, thickness, the dis¬
continuities were again observed initially, but con¬
tinued over the period of the experiment.
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Scatterert of carbon, 12* mas. thick were also
used in these filtering experiments, with a view to
testing whether the nature of the excitation of the
tuba or the type of measuring apparatus had any effect
on the nature of the results obtained. These teste
were made in conjunction with Mr. James Paton, M.A.,
B,So., also of this Laboratory. In them, the varia-
able/
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variable initial result was observed b„ the writer,
once only, the final curve in this and all other
oases, being a continuous slope, more or less regular.
The slopes obtained in the filtering experiments by
Sr. Paton, using a transformer fitted with auto-
transformer supplied directly with A. 3, from the town
mains as his source of potential, were almost identi¬
cal with those obtained in the experiments by the
writer. Hie tube used by Mr, Piston,was an ordinary
type COCLIDCE tube with Tungsten Anticathode. Hie
secondary beam was passed into m ionization chamber
attached to a ULSOh tilted electroscope, and the
primary beam into a cubical gold-leaf electroscope.
The experiments were made on two carbon scattereds
of equal thickness, each experimenter using one over
a long range of absorbing ahsets of Aluminium used
as filters and then exchanging the scatterers. Hie
curves for each scatterer vev observed to be slight¬
ly different but the curves for each experiments agreed
within the limits of error. In some of these tests,
it was observed that the ratio a/'p» remained constant
over a range of filtering aluminium, as in the curve
i
shown below, the range of constancy very nearly
coinciding in the curves obtained by each experi¬
menter.
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Soatterers containing 70 sheeta of paper
were also tested to find whether the filtering ourves
obtained in a series of experiments varied from the
3lope to the dlaoontinuities as had been observed
with 24 sheets. A similar progress was shown on the
first days on which the 70 sheets were used. On
later days, however, it was found that the slop©
was generally obtained, althou^ it was more or less
irregular.
70sheets Th^er,







In a series of experiments in which the in¬
cident radiation was obtained from the DULLER Tube,
the number of sheets in the soatterer was changed,
when desired, from twenty-four to twenty-five. The
change was made quite readily as the soattftrer of
twenty-four sheets was kept fixed in position and
the extra sheet placed alongside it or taken away as
desired. In these experiments, the t'atio s/p* for
the unintercepted beams, was measured for the scatter-
er of 24 sheets over a number of consecutive expos-
-
ures, the extra sheet was then inserted and a similar
number of exposures and observations made with the
I . „ - < ■ IV- : ' ■
altered soatterer. A return was then made to the
j - . V ..
soatterer of 24 sheets and so on. The results, as
!
shown by the curves below, are very interesting. It
will be observed, that, after varying for a time, the
# i
ratio /p for each soatterer become very nearly equal,
then separate and finally return to their almost
exaot equality. Results of such experiments on
soatterers of 24 and 2*> sheets, when the ratio 8/p
was observed for eachwhen the beams were
filtered throu^i .03 cms. Aluminium, were of the same
type but more definite. The sequence of observations
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/an exactly similar series of experiments
was msiiie ox; «eattorere of 24 and 27 sheets. As
above the oartieror of 24 sheets was kept fixed in
position chile the extra three sheets could be added
or removed, the ratios lae&eureb were the utiintsr*
copted, ratios B/p &»id the ratios D^p then .03 cms.
/iJLutiiniuii, v.;.-.e inserted in e&eh. beam. The difference
between the- ratios s/p for enda hew was constant
throughout the period of the experiment but the
ratio /p» varied thus.
(1) Zn e&ofc group of readings for y . vdien the
scatterer consisted of 24 sheets, the
ratio remained constant.
(2) In each group of readings for when the
acatterer contained .27 sheets, the ratios
vary from tlie initial value to 0. lower
final value, the change from one value to
the other, being approximately §$ and
taking place suddenly as far as oould be
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Thus the value of s/',? for 24 sheets differ¬
ed fro® the initial value of the ratio ^ for 27
1
sheets by 13$? and fro® the final value of /p» for
27 sheets by &$, the change in the difference of the
S*/
ratios taking place diseoniinuouoly. fhe ratio /p»
for 24 sheets in the sc&tterer was usually observed
in these experiments to be constant during the experi¬
ments while the value of the ratio s/p* fcy 27 sheets







these variations s&ow, in the writers opinion
that the change in ratio w®s due to continued ex¬
posure of the scatterer» the scatteror of 24 sheets
had heoojae 'inured51 to the effect of the radii tion
vhile the extra three sheets had periodical exposures
and intervals for recovery,.
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■sxsmWMMs oif sam-SUCKS OF PAKAFFXI; WAX.
fee Paraffin Vu scatterers were initially
introduced in an attempt to test whether the type of
result obtained in filtering experiments would be
affected by the presence of an electrostatic field
across the scatteror5 this being an attempt to pro¬
duce in the scatteror en effect somewhat similar to that
obtaining vfoen til® molecules are in an ionised state#
In order to obtain fee required electrostatic field,
fee opposite faces of a slab of paraffin wax, 19 tarns,






Thin fll foil on fact.
Earth
MetKod -liSpd fc rl\tiird*> ScaMerer.
Connections were made from the corners of
fees® sheets to a battery of dry cells as shown in
fee ai&gram, the slab being placed, on a piece of
ebonite for insulation purposes, thus one face of
fee slab was earth connected while the ether opposite
face was at a potential of 110 volts. 'hen filter¬
ing experiments wore made, no difference could be
observed between the results obtained -
(a)/
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(a) ishen the scatterer was "charged"
and (b) Then the soatterer nne n uncharged" •
In fact, the curves below, obtained, from these ex¬
periments, could be almost exactly superposed, The
value /j for a given thickness of Aluminium in the
filters mo observed first for the "uncharged"
scatteror and next for the charged scatters* before
the value for another thickness was observed. Five
experiments of this type were made and all gave a
similar result,
!Cf hints. Porajfih Wirt~
StM-fi- 6*KV.
* CkaYjeot. SfcoJierer (llOixrlts across
eUnoKa.r<jed ScaJfeier
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It will be observed from the curves in¬
serted that there is no definite dissimilarity in
the results for the scatterer in the different
states, Since the observations were toads alter¬
nately for each state, there is no possibility of
a change having taken place during the experiment
and of its being observed in one experimental
curve and not in the other.
That/
8c
That no difference in the type of result
was observed in the above experiments might have been
due to the potential difference across the scatterer
not being sufficiently large. The potential differ¬
ence was increased by replacing the dry battery by a
'•/IESKURST Machine. The machine was worked continuously
during an observation of /^ fo'E the "charged" scatter*
er. It was then discharged and the observation made
for the "uncharged" scatterer. Once s.gain no change
was observed in the type of result. The paraffin wax
absorbed a great amount of charge in these experiments
h .arjed SdJferey
J C C Sax/fei&r (Wt'nisf\ursf~ acms tAicfcn-es*)'
—9 ® ¥ ¥ ¥ *
x x—
orr-S ■ /)} -fStkrikc, ^a.cA. bzayn .
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UZhile the experiments were being made on
the "charged" and "uncharged" Boatterers, changes
were made in the current through the tube and the
ratio for intercepted radiations observed for the
respective scatterers in the same way as before.
The values of s/'r; thus obtained for each scatterer
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mus charging the scatterer seems to have
no effect on the type of result* at least when the
filtering curve obtained froa the " uncharged scat¬
terer is a discontinuous one,
Ine paraffin wax scatterer, introduced
above, was used in a series of experiments which
lasted over a period of nearly five months. During
the first three months, discontinuities appeared in
the filtering curves in of the experiments made.
During the next mouth, continuous curves and dis¬
continuities appeared in almost equal numbers#
During the next month, the discontinuities again
appeared regularly, there was no change in the
arrangement of the apparatus in any way, as far as
this could be ensured, during the period of the ex¬
periments, .As shown by the following table of re¬
sults, the periods were quite well-marked, as far
e,e the type of result obtained in the experiments
was concerned.
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It will be observed from the above table
of results that the number of cases in which dis¬
continuities were observed outnumbered the cases ih
which slopes were obtained. The variable oases,
amounting to five experiments out of sixty-two, were
those giving curves consisting of levels of equality
joined by sloping sections, making the whole curve
continuous though not regular. The continuous and
discontinuous curves were of the type shown below
and remained of this type during the series of ex¬





rather unexpected vaxm the acatterer is as thiol; cut
tii® on© used in tiros© experiments.
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During the series of experiments, the re¬
sults of which are recorded above, slight variations
were toude in the method to test whether changes in
the condition& would alter the type of curve or the
positions of the hieoontinuitie s •
A scatteror of paraffin wax, 11 aims, thick,
was inserted in place of the scatterer, 19 amis. thick
when the discontinuities had become apparent. Ihe
new sea iteror at first showed, the proeenee of the
discontinuities, but these later disappeared, and
the curve obtained in a filtering experiment, was
merely the continuous slope, he-insertion of the
thicker ucutteror after the slope had become quite
definite, ag-in showed the presence of the discon¬
tinuities, at the same thickness of absorbing alu¬
minium in each beam and at the same average hardness
of the primary radiation as in the first exposure.
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Displacement of the position of th© dis¬
continuity was attempted by hardening the beans, fall¬
ing on the scatterer. Ifcis was don®, as before, by
placing filters of aluminium in the path of the
radiation. It was observed that the position of
the discontinuity did not vary appreciably even for
a v«vsy considerable hardening of the beam inoident
on the scatter©r» (iher© was a slight variation
evident in some of m« results, vide the curves be¬
low, but the variation was not a regular one/. In
the second group o£ the series of curves given below
there was no apparent difference in the results of
the two filtering experiments, except that tho dis¬
continuity,/
8£
discontinuity, although it occurred for the s&mo
thickness of filtering aluminium in both, occurred
at a different average hardness of the radiation
usee* This result is in agreement with the results
of experiments shoving the value of /y% to be con¬
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ir. some filtering experiments, vixen the
die continuities hud been observed with a scatterer of
raraffiu t"njcg 19 «®us. thidk, attempts ware mad® to
continue the ut-per level of equality past the point
of discontinuity. Zn these attempts, filters of
filter paper were used in addition to the filters of
aluminium# The method was as follows. 3hdh thick¬
ness of filter paper inserted contained a sufficient
number of sheets to reduce the intensity of the bean,
of radiation by the auiae amount as .01 cm. Aluminium.
To obtain the requisite number of sheets, .01 cm.
Aluminium was inserted a-s a filter in the s oattared
beam, while the primary beam was kept unintearoopted.
The deflection of the leaf of the secondary electro¬
scope ma oh served for a deflection of tan divisions
in the loaf of the primary. £extf the aluminium was
.
replaced by a number of sheets of paper and this
number of sheet;:- varied till the deflect ion of the
leaf of the secondary electroscop# corresponding to
a deflection of ten divisions of the leaf cf the
primary electroscope was the some for paper and alu-
j
minium both. The equality of deflection was ob¬
served a number of times and by this means .01 cms.
Aluminium seemed equivalent in absorbing power to
37 sheets paper.
fthei/
x* As measured by ionisation.
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tlior. a discontinuity was observed in the
result of a filtering experiment, the point of dis¬
continuity was carefully made definite by observing
it tine and again, "he la.at sheet of ,G1 ok. Alu¬
minium wtilah could be inserted in each bem, without
producing the diecontinuity, was removed and, 37
sheets of filter paper inserted in its stead, the
.£
ratio /p» observed for such filters, ms on the
i
higher level, but, if another 37 sheets of papor
were inserted, in each beam, the ratio fell to the
lower level and remained there for further increases
in the thickness of the filters. This was verified
time after time, the discontinuity occurring at the
same point both for Aluminium and for Aluminium and
paper combined, as shown by the curves below.
Z(f fntnS. T^atcJAn VJa/t.
tr- /■57*lfl. 60K\r*
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fhe transmitted and scattered beams were
also compared in a scries of experiments in which
the bade walls of the electroscopes were coated with
gold-leaf./
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gold-leaf. Thus a corpuscular radiation w.-..e super*
posed on the ionising radiation in the electroscope.
The results were rather variable at times due to
the possibility, though slight, of the bearns wander¬
ing over the unevenly coated back walls of the
elejtroscopes. In one of these experiment;;., a fil¬
tering curve showed a steady decrease of the ratio
/p» with the thickness of the filters. In two other
experiments of this type, discontinuities appeared.
It will be observed from the curves obtained in these
latter experiments, reproduced, below, that the ob¬
served values of */^ seamed at first to show the
presanae of the characteristic radiation from gold,
indicated by gradual increase and decrease of s/p',
but later, only the abrupt discontinuities of the
^-phenomenon were evident. The hardnesses at which
these discontinuities occurred were rather different
from those previously measured in research on the
J-phtnomena, but the measurement of the hardness of
the ionising radiation was rendered inaccurate by
the ionization produced, inside the electroscopes by
tiie radiation from the gold leaf on the electroscopes.
Much/
This Ionization was not redocod by the aluminium
filters and so the estimate of the hardnee® of the
beam was rendered inaocurat© by the addition of the
effect due to this ionisation.
3?
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In other experiments with paraffin wax
scatterers, a sheet of silver (.00316 cms. thick)
was placed alongside the scatteror of paraffin wax
(19 mtas. thick), thue the radiation from the tube
was incident on the oiiver and the paraffin wax and
the emergent radiations, both primary and secondary,
contained some of the characteristic radiations of
silver. In these experiments, a return was ©ad© to
the electro scopes used in the early part of the re¬
search. 2t was observed that the die continuity, ob¬
tained with the paraffin wax alone, vaa not obtained
wiser, the silver was inserted, although the same
type of diaoontinuous curve was obtained, ae shown
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It will be evident from the curves above
that the ratios /f observed when silver waa added
to the s catterer, were higher than the corresponding
ratios for the paraffin wax alone. In order to en-
sire that the results were observed under the same
conditions of experiment, the two filtering experi¬
ments were inter-associated. The numbers attached
to the points on the curves, show the order in vhioh
the points were observed. It will be seen that the
silver was removed occasionally and reinserted after
e/
A :i ■ is.i-BSiSSi:! ■ lit-
•/A
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a few observations had been made with the paraffin
wax alone* The silver was inserted in the same
position on eaoh occasion* To prevent any error due
to slight changes in the position of the silver, the
value of ^/p for a thickness of filter previously
used was again observed to ensure that it had not
altered. Thereafter the value of ^pt for other
thicknesses of filter was observed. This method was
repeated throughout the experiment, points being ob¬
served and re-observed occasionally. The experiment
was repeated a few times and similar results ob¬
tained.
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DISCOHTIirJITIaS in the ABSORPTION CURVES of the
PRIMARX" and aSOTBAiOr BEAMS.
Each beam was tasted for the presence of
*
discontinuities in absorption by aluminium. The
beam tested was filtered by different thicknesses of
aluminium lithile the other beam was kept unintercepted
til? Y$
Thus what have been termed the ratios /p and Va
were observed for varying thicknesses of Aluminium
in the respective beams. In order to test the accu¬
racy of the results* three different experiments
were made during the same period. The ordinary
filtering experiment in vhich /pt was observed for
equal thicknesses of aluminium in each bean was
carried out during the period in which B/p and
were observed for aluminium in either the secondary
beam or the primary beam. Thus the ratio ^pt was
observed for x cms, aluminium in each beamj next
q9
/p was observed for x cms. aluminium in the second¬
ary beam and then was observed for x cms. alu¬
minium in the primary beam. Thus absorption curves
independently/
were obtained for the two beams in addition to the
ordinary filtering curve. An approximate value of
for any given thickness, x cms., of aluminium
in/
* Since in the previous experiments the discontinuity
might hcive occurred in either beam.
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In both beams was obtained from observed values s/p»
•Jf and for x cms• aluminium in the requisite
beams, from the formula, (*'/# )x ~ —S/V
thus the observed and oaloulated results
served as a on one another*
the curve below was obtained when the
C QX.XDG1S tube was used and the scatterer was Carbon,
| 6 rams. thick, the oaloulated values of $ were
fairly close approximations to the observed values*
the graphical representation of the variation of the
ratios **/ and ^/a with thloknesa of aluminium, show-P »
ed that, while no discontinuity was observed in the
experiment, the ratios decreased at the same rate,
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The table of observed ana calculated,
values shows this constancy of ratio.
c+n-s/)\ -fttk+s 0 • <rt •<72. <T5 •&u ■OS • ox?
fobs&wtcl. S/p' 7UZ bUO 73(f 73(f /■3<f !UO /■3(f
Ca.lcu)&J~ec( ^/pi ll+Z /■/+Z ll+l 7 l+Z 7UU 1-7+1 IM)
c . Obsrtvadno/to (^.IculcMcC. boo ■<}6>r ■yes ■98
?
■97 ■99 ■99
Observed s/pf /■fi-Z 760 /■73 788 3.0C/ 2-2C zuz
Calcu)aJ^ci ^ lUZ IZG "7 ,07 ■q 6S2 ?° •83
kObserved ^/p tl+Z IZG l-IG /■07 ■99 r ■8Z.
Uany other such results were obtained,
those in which discontinuities were observed being
much more interesting. The curve below ?.?as ob¬
tained when the KULLER Tube was raised and Hie
soatterer was Paraffin Wax, 19 was. thick, with
aluminium foil on its faces. This scatterer was




a 6c A", i'".
•02.
C.t,U!. /li /C/Zctoy^ tuSn/ns.
-OU. •o* •off to •/A fit- '/&
It will be observed from the curve that
et * ftlwOst
the calculated values of /p» fitted^exactly on the
gf,
observed values of /$ * and that the ratios /p
and &/9 fell away at exactly the same rate, showing
that the two radiations were equally absorbable in
aluminium. At the point of discontinuity, the
ratios a/'p remained on the continuation of the ab-
scwption curve of its earlier values, but the cor¬
responding values of */. became slightly greater
than they should have been if absorption had taken
place.as before. After this discontinuous increase
in the ratio &/ * the ratios *'/B and 8/p again de¬




The following table shows the oaloul&ted
and observed values of the ratios concerned. The
point of discontinuity was well defined and was
traced and retraced in either direction. It thus
appeared that there was a sudd mi decrease in the
amount of absorption of the primary beam by alu¬
minium, although the rate of absorption of the
primary and secondary beams was the same, before and
after the point of discontinuity.
Cy^S- Al jithfS 0 •03 •OU ■00 ■or <XJ ■bo ■// /3 •/6
Cbsa-o-cc/ ^/p' No b/O hto bo8 boiltoy
/■OOl
'<xv
too too too ■99
Calculated bio bO(j HO b&8 too
toz)
toy) /■oz ten tor •97
p , . 66se<vcdl\arlO Calculated. hoc hoi too hero
t-03 toz
;$r ■ys ■99 •99 toz.
Cbseeutd %' I/O t-33 163 /•GO /■6q 1-861I-J8J /■sy be}8 2/6 268
Calculated % No ,?> •866 ■yss ■y/s
61+S)
■68) ■666 6t ■6-6 ■686
(9bsetved ^/p NO ■CO 86 7+ +9 ■63 ■60 ■66 So ■63.
In some of these experiments, discon¬
tinuities of this type were observed in and &/ 6 ,
both, at the point of discontinuity of the filter¬
ing curve, and occasionally at a point where no dis¬
continuity was observed in the filtering ourve. In
the first of these oases, it was observed that the
increase in was greater than the corresponding
increase/
97
increase in SV so that the calculated B/ni again
p , P
agreed with the observed value of that ratio. In
the second case, the increase in s was exactly the
gt ,
same as the corresponding increase in /p * so that
gt
no change was observed in the calculated ratio ,/pr .
An increase in the absorption of either of the beams
has never been recorded in these experiments. Hie
discontinuity has always been due to & sudden de¬
crease in the absorption of the primary beam; a
Similar decrease in the absorption of the secondary
has also been observed but was always much smaller.
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GUMMAHT.
The radiation scattered by a material
through an angle of 90° to the direction of the radi¬
ation incident on the material ha© been compared, in
some four hundred experiments, with the radiation
transmitted directly through the material. The
materials used in these comparisons were filter
paper, paraffin-wax and carbon. Various thicknesses
of these substances were used and the hardness of
the radiation incident on them was varied during the
period of the research. The incident radiation was
obtained, in the earlier part of the research, from
a CGOLIDGE Tube with Molybdenum target, and, in the
later part, from a M0LLSR Tube with Tungsten target.
In these comparisons, the author sought
to determine whether the scattered radiation was of
the same absorbability as the transmitted, or,
whether it was more absorbable than the primary.
The method used was the ionisation method of com¬
parison of ^-radiations. The experimental tests
made can be divided up into the following groupsi-
GHGUP I /
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GROUP I:- Experiments on the variation of the ratios
s / j s®/
/p and /pt with average hardness of the
heterogeneous X-radiation incident on the
soattering material. Pifty experiments of
this type ware made and the observations
made were:-
(a) Observation of the value of the ratio s/p
for the unintercepted transmitted and
scattered radiations for different hard¬
nesses of incident radiation.
s®
(b) Observation of the value of the ratio /p® ,
•when the transmitted and scattered radia¬
tions were passed through (constant)
equal thicknesses of aluminium and the
incident radiation was hardened.
(o) Observation of the value of the ratio B/p
as in (b) except that tin absorbers were
substituted for the aluminium absorbers,
thus introducing characteristic radia¬
tions into the beams entering the elec¬
troscopes.
s
The observations (a) showed the value of /p
to be constant over definite ranges of hardness of
the incident radiation, although it was not constant,
except in a few oases, throughout the whole range of
the hardnesses used in the experiment. The change
in value of the ratio ocourred disoontinuously, thus.
As the inoident radiation was hardened, the ratio
s/p remained constant in value till a certain de¬
finite average hardness was reached when its value
decreased/
IOC
decreased by some and thereafter remained constant
at the new value till some other definite average
hardness was readied when the discontinuous change
was again observed. The average hardnesses at which
:
changes occurred were measured in terms of an average
mass-absorption coefficient in aluminium and agree
with those observed by previous researchers on this
subject. It was also observed that, if the ratio 8/p
was continuous in value over the range of hardnesses
used in the experiment the value remained constant
over the range till an average hardness given by
« Xf$0 was readied, after which the value of
the ratio began to fall slowly.
Observations (b) could be said to behave in
the same way as those of (a). The value of 3/p» i°r
a given hardness of incident radiation was less than
the corresponding value of the ratio 9/p • ** r®~
mained constant in value over given ranges of hard¬
ness of the incident radiation, changing discontinu¬
ous ly from one value to another, the change being
about 8% and occurring at definite hardnesses of the
incident radiation. The discontinuity in /p was not
always accompanied by a discontinuity in /pi and
Q|
vice verso, but the ratio /p, showed more tendency to
constancy than the ratio s/p» this being possibly due to the
fact/
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fact that the ionising beams entering the electro¬
scope in the former case were mere nearly similar
g?, I
and homogeneous. The constancy of /P was especially
marked when the absorbing aluminium in each beam was
thick.
Observation (a) showed a different tendency.
The value of ®/p» with tin absorbers remained con¬
stant in value till in the region of hardness given
fey = 3.0 to 2.0 the value began to ris® quickly
and then fall quickly the value varying continuously
throu^iout the change. This was due to the intro¬
duction of the tin characteristic radiation in the
two beams at different hardnesses of the incident
radiation.
GROUP Hi- filtering experiments in which the ratio
a',
/p* was observed for varying equal
thicknesses of absorbing aluminium placed
in the transmitted and scattered beams,
the incident radiation being kept con-
stant in quality and intensity ( as far as
possible). Three hundred such experi¬
ments were mad© and gave results which
can be best considered in sections.
fifty/
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Fifty to sixty experiments were made with
different oflatterers and the majority showed the
fif.
ratio /pf to remain constant in value for a range of
■
• • !
thickness of the absorbing aluminium in each beam.
At a definite hardness of the transmitted beam enter¬
ing tiie electroscope, the value decreased by some 8;
and thereafter the value again remained constant
until another hardness was reached when a further
fall of 80 occurred in the value of the ratio /p».
Some of the experiments showed the value of the ratio
a/p, to decrease continuously with increasing thick¬
ness of absorbing aluminium in the beams* this being
as required by the G0MPT0IJ increase of wave-length
theory. Due to results in certain of the above ex¬
periments, some two hundred experiments were made to
teat the appearance of the J-discontinuities on con¬
tinued exposure of the soatterer to radiation. It
. ' P\
had been observed that the continuous decrease in
8}p' with increasing thickness of absorber had been
obtained initially in a number of experiments but
that, if the scatterer had been exposed to radiation
previous to the experiment, the J-discontinuities
appeared. The experiments sought to .show that the
appearance of the discontinuities was due to exposure
of the soatterer and to tl is end changes were made
in/
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In the absorbing sheets, in the so&tterer and in the
method of exposure. The list of experiments made
has been appended to this thesis and o&n be oonsulted
jMteiatfrftf but a short summary will be given here*
The scattorero used were various thicknesses of paper,
paraffin-wax and carbon.
number of experiments made 196
Change observed in - - - 160
Ho change observed in - - 36
Development from slope to
disoontinuities observed in 84
Development from discontinu¬
ities to slope observed in 32
Probable development from
slope to discontinuities in 9
Irregularities developed in 6
Development to disoontinuities
and return to elope in - 23
Hew soatterer introduced in 20
Curve from initial exposure
of new scatterer - slope in 18
Curve from initial exposure
of new eoatterer - discon¬
tinuous in - - - - - 2
.
The experimental results showed that the
previous exposure of the aoattaring material had an
effeot on the results, the J-diacontinuitles appear¬
ing on exposure. Included in the thirty-two oases
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in *hioh no development -was observed are experiments
in whioh the scatterer was given a long exposure to
radiation before the filtering experiment was repeat¬
ed and thus possibly had passed through the stage at
which discontinuities would have been obtained and
had again reached the state in vhich the continuous
8i
decrease in /p* was observed# The two oases in
which discontinuities were observed on inserting a
fresh soatterer occurred in experiments in which the
initial curve of the first acatterer had been dis¬
continuous.
Thus, of the two types of change,
(a) From elope to discontinuity.
(b) From discontinuity to slope.
type (a) 'occurs more frequently than type (b), except,
it may be noted, in the case of carbon soatterers.
ihen the change did occur, insertion of a fresh scat-
tcrer of the same dimensions and material, produced
the results obtained in the first exposure of the
original soatterer. If the scatterer was left in
position and exposed to the radiation for some time,
it was found that the change, when it did occur, took
place ifoether the electroscopes were shielded by lead
or not# Thus it is most probable that the change is




almost certain that the soatterer is the cause.
Results of experiments on charged and un¬
charged paraffin wax scatterere showed no difference
to have been produced. A thin paraffin wax soatterer
(11 cans.) gave a change from discontinuities to slope
when inserted in place of a thick paraffin wax sc&t-
terer (19 rams.) which had previously shown the dis¬
continuities. Re-insertion of the thick soatterer
again allowed the discontinuities to he present, The
thick soatterer was faced with Aluminium foil .001 cm
thick, while the thin one was of paraffin wax solely.
A series of thirty experiments on the filter¬
ing of the primary and secondary beams after scatter¬
ing from 19 isms, paraffin wax showed discontinuities
to he present»-
either (a) In the primary alone.
or (h) In both primary and secondary
at the same point.
It was observed that the values of a/p* , for & given
thickness of Aluminium in each beam, as calculated
from the observed ratios 8/p » &/p 8/p * agreed
with those measured by experiment, the discontinuity
occurring at the same point in both. It was also ob¬
served that the ratios s/p and ®/B fell away at the
same/
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same rate till the discontinuity was reachedj at
this pcint9 there were two possibilities correspond¬
ing to oases {a} and (b) above.
In case (a), it was observed that there was
a sudden decrease in the absorption of the primary,
no change being noted in the absorption of the second¬
ary.
In case (b), both primary and secondary ab¬
sorptions decreased slightly, i.e. became less than
'
their values should have been if they had been ab¬
sorbed at the same rate throughout. If a disoon-
tinuity was observed in the ratio /g » the primary
decrease was greater than the secondary, so that
Sb
tliere was a fall in the ratio . In this type of
result, changes war© occasionally observed in both
beams at the same point, while no change was ap¬
parent in observed and calculated. This was due
to the corresponding oh&nges cancelling one another.
In these experiments, if a slope was obtain¬
ed , as tiie filtering curve, the values of is/g and
at
/_ decreased steadily and showed the primary more
absorbable than the secondary.
Hie superposition of characteristic radiation
(a) on the primary and secondary beams by
adding some silver to the soatterer
(b) on the beams inside the electroscopes by
adding gold-leaf to the back wall of thesfs,
did/'
10?
did not affect the result obtained, or rather did not
prevent the appearance of dissocntihuitiea, although
in case {b} the results v^ere rather erratic at times.
The presence of the characteristic radiation in case
(a) was very evident in the rise in ratio, although
some of the rise was due to absorption of the primary
beam in passing through the silver.
0 O K fl L U S I 0 S /
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Srpsriments or. the variation of /p and /p»
'
with average hardness of the radiation incident on
the se&tterer show that the coattared radiation is
uometiraso more absorbable than the primary, since
the value of 3/p for the uniniercacted radiations is
greater than the value of /rj observed when the trans¬
mitted una scattered radiations are passed through
absorbing sheets of aluminium, and since there is a
rise and fall in the value of /p when tin absorbers
are used, the rise and fall c^n be explained only
on the supposition that the scattered radiation is
less penetrating than the transmitted. The values
of 3/pand u*/p do not vary with Increasing penetrating
power of the incident radiation as should be ex¬
pected on the OOMPfOF change of wave-length theory.
'Che number of filtering experiments made
during the research and the results obtained in them
allow the following conclusions to be reached:-
•rsS
2, The value of %, does not always decrease
continuously with increase in the thick¬
ness of Aluminium filtering the trans¬
mitted and scattered radiations. Dis¬
continuities may occur in the values of
%/
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/pi i these di ccontinuities, «h«n they
occur, separate the observations into
»t
sections in each of whloh the value of /p,
is s cons trait» At the point of discontinu¬
ity , the value of ~/^ decreases by some 8$
and the value of 7jf again regains constant
over another range of increasing thickness
of aluminium filters, these discontinu¬
ities occur vtben the average hardness of
the transnlttsd radiation is given by
t£}$9 • 4.0# 3.4, 3.0, 2.4, 1.7 and US* !
approximately.
IX. There can be traced a change from the con¬
tinuous variation of the ratio s^p' with
thickness of absorbing Aluminium, to that
type of variation which characterises the
J-phenomenon. These changes have also been
observed in the reverse order.
Ill, The ahang© in 21. above seems to be due to
continued exposure of the scatterer t©
X-radlatlcn*
XV. charging the scattsrer does not alter the




V. when discontinuities occur, the transmitted
■
and secondary radiations are equally ab«
, ,,
sorb&bi© till the point of discontinuity
is reached when the ah sorbability of the
primary docreases slightly and the two
hearns become equally absorbable but at
this different "level".
VX» Superposition of a characteristic radiation
on the primary and iseoondury beams does
not prevent the appearance of the dis¬
continuous curve.
i <■
Oonclunion I is evident from, the figures given
above and from previous papers on this subject by
other investigatorst IX and III are due to experi¬
ments dealt with at some length using a scatterer of
24 sheets of filter-paper: IV has been tested for
high and low volt&ges, given respectively by a
tlhSKUKgf and dry batteries* V has been dealt with
in a number of experimental teste and tables given
of the results of calculations; and VI h&e been shown
to be true if silver be added to the scatteror and
if gold-leaf be attached to the back wall of the




Thus it may be concluded from, these research¬
es, that there seems to be a change from one type of
result to the other, the change being due to exposure
of the scattersr. The reason for this change is not
yet known although its cause was sought for in a
number of directions, lonieation in the scatteror
was thought to be the cutise or a cause, but arti¬
ficial charging of the soatterer by other means did
not change the type of result imgmrAxmmto&bt*«*, al¬
though only discontinuous curves were dealt with.
The cause of the discontinuities remains unknown,
although it seems to 'be due to a decreaac in the ab¬
sorption of the rays by the Aluminium filters at the
critical hardnesses usually measured in this work.
This decrease in absorption seems to occur in the
primary rather than in -the secondary beam. Scatter-
ers of carbon, paper, paraffin wax, aluminium and
plywood were used and all except plywood showed dis¬
continuities. All the other scattering materials
showed either the change from the slope to discon¬
tinuities? or the reverse effect, biscontinuities
were observed very regularly with a aeatterer of
paraffin wax, 19 mm* thick, a result quite remark-
able and unexpected, on account of the thickness of
the/
112.
the acuttercr, as variation due to email irregular*
ltles in the scatters?» which night cause unexpected
effects, must surely he regarded as balancing out,
with such thicknesses of scattering material. Thick
scatterers give more stable and persistent results
than thin seattsrers, possibly due to the absorption
in the scatterer making the transmitted and scattered
radiations almost equally absorbable.
appendix:.
giving
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( ADDITIONAL CURVES ON MATTERS




























































TYPE OF EXPT, DEVELOPMENT! DEVELOPMENT
Sxpt. aft. expt* none
to discs.
" " " ]to discs.
i



























to discs. on standing;
on exposure'
" " " ; none
1
« " " ; none




Expos, bef. expt. Discs. '
« " " Discs.
























3 pinholes if" hole
3 pinholes If" hole





















TYPE OP EXPT. DEVELOPMENT DEVELOPMENT
BACK.
25»4*29 24 slu Paper slope Expos, bof. Ejpt to discs. m
25.4.29 24 " « elope li M ft to discs m
27.4.29 24 * " slope tt II tt none -
29*4.29 24 " » <4 M tt ft doubtful m
1.5.29 24 " M it expt. aft. expt. to discs. after expos.
1.5.29 24 w M n expos, "bef. expt . none -
2.5.29 24 » w disc. expt. aft. expt. to slope
2.5.29 24 n M slope tt it it discs.
3.5.29 24 w tt slope expos, bef. expt doubtful -
4.5.29 24 M H tr tt « »i discs. -
8.5.29 24 M * »» « tt • it none -
8.5.29 24 " " 11 tt « tt none m
9.5.29 24 " " tt «t it a to discs. 4m
10*5.29 24 " * »t tl tl St to discs mm
11.5.29 24 w rt H ■t n tt to discs -
13.5.29 24 * tt tt it tt to discs. -
16.5.29 24 H H it tt tt ti none -
16.5.29 24 " H 11 it tt tt none mm
17*5.29 24 * M « if tt tt to discs. mm
22.5.29 24 n * « M It tt to discs . -
22.5.29* 24 H " Disc. allowed to stand slope mm
23.5.29 24 " w alope expos, bef. sxpt . to discs. to slope aft.
tt « tt
expos.
24.5.29 24 " elope . none mm
29.5.29 24 " w elope tt tt tt to discs. after expos.
31.5.29 24 ,s it expt. aft. expt. to two lereLi —
3.6.29 24 H M «t is « « none -
3.6.29 24 rt l! it ft *»
■











































TYPE OP EXPT, DEVELOPMENT DEVELOPMENT
BACK.
4.6.29 24 ah. Paper slope repetition discs. -
25.6.29 24 « it slope it irregular mm
25.6.29 24 n it discs. H
r
slope *
26.6.29 24 11 11 irregular W slope mm
26.6.29 24 M W irreg.discs II «
|
27.6.29 plywood slope II irregular !
27.6.29 aluminium discs. It discs. mm
28.6.29 9mm. P«>w. discs. I! slope
29.6.29 24 sh. Paper slope 3 none mm
1.7.29 plywood slope If none• -
5.7.29 24 sh. Paper slope H none mm
8.7.29 24 sh. Paper "broken slope ! * discs. mm
8.7.29 24 ii it « 11 « slope
9.7.29 24 H M slope II none -
11.7.29 24 ft D it II discs. on exposure
12.9.29 24 M if discs.
II slope mm
18.9.29 24 If s broken slop 3 H slope
1
mm |
18.9.29 24 ft H slope « none -
19.9.29 24 fl II discs
H slope discs, on esqtojn
19.9.29 24 It II slope
« discs
1
20*9*29 24 II H 11 none -








23.9.29 24 II H slope
ft discs slope on expo Si
24.9.29 24 M
•1 slope 11 discs. slope on expos(
|


















4 pinhole© 5 holes 6£ jams
4 pinholes 14*










Tfx'E 3? EXPf DEVJtLOHfRK!;' BEVELOPJfK NT
BACK
26. 9.29 24 sh. Paper discs.
27. 9*29
'
24 M w slope
30. 9*29 24 if w slope
1.10*29 24 « ti slope
2.10.29 24 f* w slope irreg
2.10.29 24 ft It slope
3.10.29 24 I? tl slope
4.10•29 24 tt tt slope
ll.lO.29 24 It * slope
15.10.29 24 tt tt slope
15,10.29 24 tt it slope & dis
18.10.29 24 tl tt slope
23.IO.29 24 if tt disos.






26.10.29 24 it it discs.
30.10.29 24 w ft slope
2.11.29 24 it tt slope
25.ll.29 24 u •1 slope
27.11.29 24 *1 tt slope
\ orok
28.11.29 24 tt ti slope
29,11.29 24 ft tt 3lope
2.12.29 24 « H slope
- 4.12.29 24 t* tt slope
4.12.29 24 ?i tt slope
5.12.29 24 tt 11 slope
9.12.29 9 cms* P.W. slope
10.12.29 9 It tt slope


























































































11 mm. P.W. "feen) repetition
!
discs. •»
11.12.29 9 HEBI. P.W. It discs. m
12.12.29 9 mm. P.W, irreg. slope tl no be m
12.12.29 .11 mm. P. W, slope broken slope m
13.12.29 11 mm. P.W. slope
ii discs. m







8. 1.30 24 " " discs. -
13. 1.30 24 M w slope
■
probable




14. 1.30. 24 " " broken slope
II discs.
I?. I.30. 6 mm. Carbon discs.
H slope





29. I.30 24 ah. Paper discs.
ti broken slope -
31. 1.30 12 mm# Carbor discs* none
.
1. 2.3O 12 " Ji
■
none -






5. 2.30 12 »' C. slope • discs •
5. 2.30
'




21. 2.30 9 * c. discs.
tt slope *
11. 3O0 70 sh» Paper slope discs.
24. 3.3O 24 sh. broken slope j tt discs. -
25. 3.3O 24 " " slope discs. slowly
25. 4.3O 70 " M slope
it discs. -




































slope 5" pinholes 5 iQJU. holes
- - as above.
m mm 6 pinholes as above.












* - as ^bove
yes as above
• • as above
mm as above
m - discs. 6 pinholes as above
- mm
• as above 1 in. diam.
m * 5" pinholes as above










m mm as above
mm mm as above
mm mm 6 pinholes 1 "/^ in. diam
- mm 5 pinholes 1 in. diam.
- - as above
- - slope
1
















TYPE OP SXPT . DEVELOPMENT DEVELOPMENT
BACK
8.5.30 24 sh. Paper slope Repetition discs -
IO.5.3O 24 n w slope t» discs
i
14.5.30 24 M H ■- , slope ttt- discs. to slbpe
















20.5.30 18 « tt slope
.
I! probable -
21.5.30 18 1! f! slope
.
ft irregular -
















4.6.30 26 n « irreg. elope If slope mm
4.7.30 24 H tt discs.
' slope mm
7.7.30 24 M * almost discs.
a slope m
8.7.30 24 II * slope R discs -
14.7.30 24 55
« slope tt discs. -
I8.9.3O 24 tl H slope tt probable m
26.9.30 24 It tt irreg. slope
II discs. -
30.9.30 24
tt tt slope discs. m
1.10.30
-
24 tt slope tt discs. mm
2.10.30 24 « tt broken Blope
W discs. -
23.10.30 19 rmns . P.W. slope !
i
discs. -
2U10.30 19 tt tt• broken slope














19 mas. P.T. 1
19 rams. P.W. !
19 *
19 11 M
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BEVKLOPMENT OB THE J-DISCONTINUITIES
WITH
EXPOSURE OB THE 3CATTERER.
!Z sAe&h T^o-btjr
66K-V.
-flou-tj/y >l€^-e/r H<ry, tjl'tj e^> a 5#t\Ox}tA s/o/4-e t rf"k* slo^K









J&- ■Ott- OX, -CrS
ffl fcl J^eo4K) .
Ty*^*.)/Meyvt fxe>~. i)of>n /a dcscm/xy^tJJrLs 'i
TA* }oJt.y /i<r s^ne.s
ti OY,oCCC«-/t ?£t «-»C(Sl^u W





d>\o^ktv sccLi¥trzv 2U sht-zH loJog.r
/«WAy "urnaottaJxJy ^-6"V-e. &nu^<*<fec/f
a.x\d Se^-ct-'s </2 <r6SerVaJiorIS fyxaWt ■
0 .qz. ■ <rtt- • &<S -_oS_ -£0 '/z , v#- -^6_
e-n^-g-. fil bea^-P.
dj. (rf>st^-vo~h<n^.$ oji ■^iys/~ seycts f "7^e St^rtrd^
glo-fis <f^- cu.YDe , in/ /c^dt^y cf1>ser-t/a^b?oy\ s in Z'®' S*siz\
sA<nj i&f—cbt'sco*. diXaicthis aje . <£? nem sca_ddt. r£K/
Mff r"^"' 1 y».C-OUxl/Z. 1y <3^ e"vLc/t,n.f~ , jdd-zs 7&% 3>\^o<rtC.
a s iCz JcJ/es-tdLj cawg .
. az, <&u- -<rt -of? <ro ' fz. '/4- -/6
ft! 6e~*
The -furif fe-rc'zs skcrzas fCs. ok. o-eflajr-t*^yxA df- e&sCc^i^zczAt-C-s











liyin\-e-cCuCf* Repetition( ZeoUicrtr turned Hvro'
amp* d[ 10° to ~XO° So tKaJ- P-KtvuHy twu) adnor/x-d
'Mori, f&m Secondary a^jder fts emission df a secondary
d-a-rUcuhon. .
^dtoJz R-efyeXhhcrX, sco^H^f^y
uy\ (rf~L<jiX>.c>.1 ^<rSc f~t~<ry^ f €<cCe(o i~~
<rf>f*os'tfz uearey .
'02, crt+- 'Crt> 'O-8
ft ? j-d /<n4-Oyicj i) ^CZe-fyx_^
Tk< <rfy>n.?'VT. t~~ f-ra-y* S 7notrf~^ fe cfcscojt.{t.HK-i/t£s










Xm TnScfi crfz. "KtfiZ fzhoix
yj odxrvz..
Xtn rn.-t.of coJz 'Rzjoc/zftvt^.
aJ)<TV-£.
J_ >* »»jeo^ci/r V-ef>tbJi<h^
aJxrva.
z. • frt*- ■a-6 ■ay
- CI b^a,^*. s
Dl5 Ce^~yy»^u-c fi-C* cy&ve4<rj6z. <ks*^o( c^a^eA^ ajxte*^ -c**&







c^~y • /?<? t)eas*~-&.
J)tS C&v^/i^uU,AJl5> -Z^nLcfe^t en fvf~st S&t-cks a-J»*<rs(~ d^sa-ftfxa-*-
try* y<J}vhihx7V\ .
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with a ourvs from an experiment
in which a sheet of Silver was
added, to the soatterer.
/• 5*/»?./?. 60 Ky.
T No^fll {yehtet*^ T<d>c ct^cL ScaMe+e^.
-K 7*
II • #1 -^C^cveoy^ TuJ><L Qsr^ot SCJ*J4*+&& ■
III •03-c**. fll beJwe^ IZJtx aW ScaMe+&t-.
IV orU-8 c-fc., fi) /uj>? W S<?aJJc+€^
■ ° 2. -<r^ ■ ■ o$ vw yz_ •/eh.
(? r->— 5 - /^V ^ S'
7X«*c < S Cc cOc^fk^e^jcj: 6e~/u>ejt^, (Sn^f-»S-J_ Ct^jY Y&.
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Y&-*A~-a-as (fc/fettr
(V/
/^ ^>m4. VJa/t Silv^ prvP cUh**iAejal.
•ttX/i&r*.- t£ccAl .
£ _oz. <&u- &6 • eS <ro vz










IN THE PROGRESSIVE ABSORPTION




• T^uot^ *3j£o T'/s fa*>* fa*~J!a.
%-C%f+s/r
'OZ «f- •o-& ■oS
' fo ■ /z. ■ S4. ■'(,
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S-frr
^/p
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%^ (%)^ ypr
0-8 '/O VZ.
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r-t-As/zo /3 ^Tirm- ^irr*M>-&ja.
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• ff-Cls/zo 7//^ ^/rr^>'
7CpryH>«/A. 4
?/s $'* %>
c/f % 6r .<•_«•
/<y /rutnS. Pcbt-CuffuU V/tV*.






• 'T*^+O*0tsny£> ^/S y^>»~
^w«<£a /p'
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